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AGE AND INNOVATIVENESS  i 

Popular abstract 

There is a widespread belief that older teachers have less innovativeness than younger 

ones; however, the evidence backing this is contradictory. This study examined how age 

and teacher innovativeness — that is, the extent to which teachers at school are open for 

innovation and willing to take actions towards it — are related. International teacher 

data from 48 countries were analyzed to understand such relation. Teachers’ perception 

of teacher innovativeness was positively associated with their own age but negatively 

related to colleagues’ age. However, there is no enough evidence to claim that average 

teacher age is related to teacher innovativeness at schools. In light of these findings, 

policymakers should avoid educational policies that seek to improve school innovation 

on the assumption of higher young teachers’ innovativeness over older teachers. 

Similarly, teachers and principals should agree on common concepts, under a practical 

approach, to work with crucial constructs such as innovation. 
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Abstract 

There is a widespread belief that older teachers have less innovativeness than younger 

ones; however, the evidence backing this is contradictory. This study examined the 

relation between age and teacher innovativeness—that is, the extent to which teachers at 

school are open for innovation and willing to take actions towards it— at the teacher 

and school level, including contextual effects. Using data from the OECD’s Teaching 

and Learning International Survey (TALIS) 2018 (a total of 154,959 teachers in 9,185 

lower-secondary schools from 48 countries), the effects of age on teacher 

innovativeness at the teacher and school level was tested via multi-group multilevel 

structural equation modeling. A doubly manifest contextual model and a manifest-latent 

contextual model were applied to test consistency when controlled and not controlled 

for sampling error due to the sampling of individuals in the aggregation of 

characteristics from the teacher level (L1) to school level (L2). These models showed 

that the individual perception of teacher innovativeness of the teacher team (L1-TEAM) 

was positively associated with individual teacher age (L1-AGE) but negatively related 

to age school composition (L2-AGE). Nevertheless, no consistent evidence supported 

the effect of age school composition (L2-AGE) on the teacher innovativeness at the 

school (L2-TEAM) across countries—a finding with significant policy implications. 

The present study concludes with several implications at different levels, including 

educational policymaking, school practice, applied research, and directions for further 

educational innovation research. 

Keywords: Teacher innovativeness, Teacher age, Multilevel structural equation 

modeling (MSEM), Cross-cultural studies 
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Introduction 

The rapid changes in societies, economies, and technology have led to recurrent 

calls for innovation in education (ISTP, 2015; OECD, 2015). In this vein, several 

studies highlighted the relevance of the innovativeness of teaching staff as an influential 

factor for successful innovation and improvement in schools (Buske, 2018).  

At the same time, there is a widespread belief that young people are more 

creative and innovative than older people (Posthuma & Campion, 2009). However, a 

meta-analysis that included 98 empirical studies found that age was not negatively 

related to innovation-related behaviors across disciplines (Ng & Feldman, 2013). 

Nevertheless, in education, have been findings that teachers’ willingness to implement 

innovative practices or reforms tended to decline with age and experience (Goodson et 

al., 2006). Similarly, evidence suggested that teachers’ opinions about their peers’ 

openness to change vary depending on their age (OECD, 2019c). To what extent teacher 

innovativeness is related to teachers’ age is still an open question because educational 

research is scarce. The same scarceness applies to whether the age composition inside 

schools is related to individual teachers’ perception of innovativeness and its 

generalizability across countries. 

Furthermore, research is needed about the generalizability of the relation 

between teacher innovativeness and age (Ng & Feldman, 2013) considering different 

models that control measurement error and sampling error in multilevel settings (Lüdtke 

et al., 2008; Marsh et al., 2009), before it is possible to draw inferences. Based on this 

knowledge, better education policies and local programs might be developed to increase 

school innovation, considering teacher age in achieving educational system goals. 

The OECD’s Teaching and Learning International Survey (TALIS) 2018 

incorporated for the first time the measurement of the teacher innovativeness to map the 
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innovation inside schools across 48 participating countries (Ainley & Carstens, 2018). 

Teacher innovativeness can be defined as the shared perception of the extent to which 

teachers perceive their schools and themselves as being open for change and 

predisposed to support and implement new ideas (OECD, 2019b). The present study 

used these data and examined the relation of teachers and their peers’ age in the 

individual perception of teacher innovativeness and the relation between the age 

composition and teacher innovativeness at the school level. Methodologically, two 

approaches were applied to aggregate contextual variables from the individual to group 

level to provide confidence in interpreting results. 

Conceptual Framework 

Innovativeness  

Innovativeness is a construct deep-rooted in business research. Notwithstanding, 

definitions vary from study to study, and, in most cases, it is unclear what exactly the 

authors meant by this term. A literature review by Blömeke et al. (in press) 

distinguished three key meanings of innovativeness: (1) an individual attitude, (2) a 

psychological climate attribute of an organization, and (3) an organizational climate 

attribute. 

While the first is conceptually interpreted as an individual attitude link up with 

innovation and the extent to which such attitude supports innovative behavior 

(Goldsmith & Foxall, 2003), the other two focus on the working climate of an 

organization. However, when conceptualizing innovativeness as a psychological climate 

attribute, it first and foremost represents an individual-level construct. This 

understanding differs substantially from the conceptualization of innovativeness as an 

organizational climate attribute, where the attribute is understood as a shared perception 
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of individuals from the same unit or organization (Cai et al., 2018). Thus, individual 

responses are aggregated and analyzed at the organizational level. 

Naturally, given the difference in the subject (individual/climate) and the level 

(individual/organization) of the characteristic, research using the three approaches may 

differ (Boris B. Baltes et al., 2009). In research about organizational innovativeness in 

education, research is scarce — in fact, the few studies available focused mainly on 

teachers’ innovativeness as an individual attitude (Thurlings et al., 2015). 

Following the perspective that innovativeness can be defined as an attitude, 

characterized by people’s willingness and openness to change (Goldsmith & Foxall, 

2003), and an innovative attitude might be a precondition to innovate (McGeown, 

1979); TALIS has for the first time included a measure of teacher innovativeness at 

school on a large scale in its 2018 cycle (Ainley & Carstens, 2018). This scale was 

developed adapting the Patterson et al. (2005) Team Climate inventory to the school 

context. 

The present study was based on the conceptualization of innovativeness as a 

school climate attribute and not as an individual attitude. This understanding was 

inferred from the TALIS 2018 wording: “Thinking about the teachers in this school” 

(OECD, 2019a). Consequently, differences between school teachers were considered in 

the perception of the school’s climate (psychological school climate) at the individual 

level. Moreover, differences between schools in the shared perception of innovativeness 

at their school (organizational school climate) were taken into account at the school 

level (B. B. Baltes, 2001).  

This multilevel approach was aligned with current psychological and 

organizational climate conceptualizations at the workplace (B. B. Baltes, 2001). It also 
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had a primary purpose to examine innovativeness as a school climate characteristic as it 

was perceived both on the individual and the shared organizational level. 

Teacher Age 

Individual teacher age was represented as a continuous variable. It makes a 

difference from the few studies that linked age with educational innovation, which used 

age as a categorical variable (see Runhaar, 2008; Yang & Huang, 2008). This last 

practice — a practice that could be justified only when the data cannot be accurately 

recorded or skewed — has several flaws, such as categorizing itself as entirely arbitrary. 

Hence, the present study using age as a continuous variable brings more precision and 

high sensitivity to age variation as a predictor. 

Since the outcome variable (innovativeness) was an organizational climate 

characteristic, exploring the relationship between age and innovativeness at the school 

level was also necessary. At this level, the aggregated teacher age has a new meaning. 

Here, it represents the age composition, usually calculated by the average, in each 

school. It is also worth distinguishing between age composition and age distribution at 

school. While the first one is an index reflected by a central tendency statistic, the other 

should reflect age dispersion inside each school. In other words, age composition 

indicates the average age of a teacher in a given school, and age distribution, how many 

years of difference are between teachers, in average, in a given school. However, there 

are no studies exploring age dispersion as a predictor in multilevel modeling to our 

knowledge. 

Finally, despite it being well known that age and experience are highly 

correlated, and some authors have recommended considering the distribution of both 

variables simultaneously in teams or units (Ng & Feldman, 2013), this represents a 

challenge due to multicollinearity issues (Marsh et al., 2004). Therefore, the present 
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study focused exclusively on teacher age since the prevalent stereotypes related directly 

to age and innovation. Similarly, teachers’ age is typically related to a range of job 

characteristics in general and teaching characteristics more specifically (Klassen & 

Chiu, 2010; Ng & Feldman, 2013; Podolsky et al., 2019), which means that 

performance in such constructs increase with the years for young and middle-aged 

teachers and decline for teachers in the late-career years. However, after a graphical 

exploration between teacher age and teacher innovativeness, no evidence was found that 

such non-linear relation holds in the present data. 

Contextual vs. Climate Variable 

In multilevel settings, contextual and climate variables differentiate based on the 

subject of reference and the aggregation process to compose them. While for climate 

variables, the referent is the group, and they are the result of a reflective aggregation 

process; for contextual variables, the reference is the individual, and a formative 

aggregation process makes them. In reflective aggregation, each group member rates the 

L2 construct, and in the formative aggregation, the L2 aggregation indicates the group 

average of individual characteristics. 

Reflective aggregations of L1 constructs, from a theoretical rationale, are rooted 

in classical measurement theory and the domain sampling model. Since group 

characteristics are latent, unobserved constructs that can be estimated based on multiple 

indicators assuming that scores for each group member represent the same L2 construct; 

the group members are interchangeable (that is, scores represent the climate variable), 

and L1 and L2 measures are isomorphic to some extent.  

Formative (also known as compilation or configural) aggregations of L1 

constructs due to L2 sampling error are challenging. The L1 measures employed to 

compose contextual variables are not interchangeable. It means that individuals who 
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belong to the same group have different L1 true scores; thus, within-group 

heterogeneity cannot be attributed only to sampling error. Consequently, it is fair to 

assume that the measurement error at L1 and L2 is zero or close to it, and there is no 

sampling error when the totality of group members is sampled (sampling ratio equal to 

100%; Lüdtke et al., 2008). 

The doubly manifest approach – a classical approach – and the manifest-latent 

approach – presented in a seminal paper published by Lüdtke et al. (2008) – applied in 

this study work on the assumption of a formative aggregation process to compose the 

teacher age aggregated at school level. (Marsh et al., 2012; Stapleton et al., 2016). 

Teacher innovativeness at the school level was aggregated on the assumption of a 

reflective aggregation process in all the models. 

Relations between innovativeness and teacher age 

No literature was found that relates teacher’s age with innovativeness as an 

organizational climate characteristic. For over half a century, literature in business 

research has mainly focused on the relationship between age and innovative behaviors. 

For instance, researchers have pointed out that employees’ innovative capacity attitudes 

were lower for older employees than younger employees (Rosen & Jerdee, 1976a, 

1976b). In the same vein, several studies have found that older workers were perceived 

as less persistent in learning, implementing, and adapting to new technology (Avolio & 

Barret, 1987; Davis & Songer, 2009; Morris & Venkatesh, 2000; Mostafa & El‐Masry, 

2008; Warr, 1993). Similarly, older workers were rated less positively than their 

younger counterparts on multiple adaptability dimensions (DeArmond et al., 2006). 

Notwithstanding these stereotypes’ ubiquity, there are arguments for believing 

that age and innovative related behaviors might not be negatively related. Here, the 

human capital theory (Becker, 1993) pinpointed that each individual accumulates 
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human capital by procuring more job skills, knowledge, and experiences over their 

professional careers (Myers et al., 2004; Singer & Bruhns, 1991; Strober, 1990). Given 

the accumulated human capital signals employee’s worth for both current employers 

and potential employers (Sicherman & Galor, 1990); over time, individuals will seek for 

acquiring more human capital — thus more experience - to access better jobs, higher 

earnings, or more significant incentives (Becker, 1993; Strober, 1990). 

Control variables 

Over three decades of research in brain and behavior have shown gender 

differences in neurocognitive tasks, such as females performing better on memory and 

social cognition tasks (Gur & Gur, 2017). Policymakers have seen gender diversity as a 

key driver of excellence and innovation (European Commission, 2012; Global Research 

Council, 2016; Huyer, 2015; Maes et al., 2012; Valantine & Collins, 2015). In this line, 

gender can have relevance in studying creativity and innovation in organizations. For 

instance, Mostafa & El‐Masry (2008) found that gender and age significantly affected 

the attitudes towards creativity barriers. However, those patterns have not been reflected 

in all fields like education, wherein in the few studies, no significant relationship was 

found between gender and innovative behavior (Thurlings et al., 2015). 

The Present Study 

Research aims 

In the current study, age and teacher innovativeness was examined in large 

representative samples from 48 countries focusing on its cross-cultural generalizability. 

Also, two methodological approaches were applied in multilevel structural equation 

modeling, considering the nature of contextual and climate variables. 

More specifically, first, it was examined the relation between teacher’s age and 

teacher innovativeness. Specifically, it was hypothesized that the older the teacher is, 
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the more positive is the teacher’s perception of teacher innovativeness at school. If the 

data support this hypothesis, this will reflect an effect of the teachers’ age on how 

teachers perceive teacher innovativeness. A graphical exploration between both 

variables, not reported, found no evidence that non-linear relation holds among teacher 

age and team innovativeness in the present data. Therefore, to keep parsimonious 

models, the relations between teacher age and teacher innovativeness were modeled as 

linear relations. 

Second, the contextual effect of age composition at school on the teacher 

innovativeness was considered in addition to the teacher-level effect. More specifically, 

it was evaluated whether aggregated teacher’s age was significantly related to the 

teachers’ individual perception of teacher innovativeness after controlling for teacher’s 

age (teacher level). Such an effect establishes a link between the school and the teacher 

level. If the data support this hypothesis, the colleague s’ age will be associated with 

individual perceptions of teacher innovativeness. 

Third, it was evaluated whether aggregated teacher’s age was significantly 

related to the shared perception of teacher innovativeness in schools. If the data support 

this hypothesis, this will reflect composite effects of the teacher’s age on the 

organizational level, that is, how it perceives teacher innovativeness in schools. 

Finally, while testing for the generalizability of the hypothesized relations across 

countries, the present study besides assessed the heterogeneity of research findings 

(Borenstein et al., 2009; Schauer & Hedges, 2020). 

Research questions 

The study investigated the following research questions:  

1. Does the individual teachers’ age have a linear and significant effect on how 

teachers perceive the teacher innovativeness of their teacher team? 
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2. Is the aggregated teachers’ age significantly related to how teachers perceive 

teacher innovativeness after controlling for teacher’s age (teacher level)? 

3. Is aggregated teachers’ age significantly related to the shared perception of 

teacher innovativeness in schools? 
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Methods 

Sample 

TALIS 2018 (OECD, 2019a) assessed teachers’ background, working 

environment, professional development, and beliefs about teaching in the OECD and 

partner countries using nationally representative samples. Data from N = 154,959 

teachers in 9,185 lower-secondary schools across 48 countries were available (see Table 

1). The number of teachers per country ranged from 1,077 (Alberta, Canada) to 6,566 

(Kazakhstan); the minimum number of schools was 55 (Malta), and the maximum was 

521 (United Arab Emirates). The teacher participation per school was between 9 

(Alberta, Canada) and 22 (Norway), with an average cluster size of 17. 

Teachers’ average age was 43 years (SD = 10.8 years) and ranged between 18 

and 76. Of the teachers who took part in the TALIS study, 31 % were men. Most 

teachers had completed an education equivalent to a bachelor’s degree on the 

International Standard Classification of Education (ISCED) 2011.  

Table 1.  

Sample and cluster sizes for the TALIS 2018 participating countries (OECD, 2019a) 

Country Country code Teachers Schools Teachers per school 

(average) 

Australia AUS 3,573 233 15.34 

Austria AUT 4,255 246 17.30 

Belgium BEL 5,257 302 17.41 

Brazil BRA 2,447 185 13.23 

Bulgaria BGR 2,862 200 14.31 

Chile CHL 1,963 179 10.97 

Chinese Taipei TWN 3,835 200 19.18 

Colombia COL 2,398 154 15.57 

Croatia HRV 3,358 188 17.86 

Cyprus CYP 1,611 88 18.31 

Czech Republic CZE 3,447 219 15.74 

Denmark DNK 2,001 141 14.19 

Estonia EST 3,004 195 15.41 

Finland FIN 2,851 148 19.26 
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France FRA 3,006 176 17.08 

Georgia GEO 3,101 192 16.15 

Hungary HUN 3,245 189 17.17 

Iceland ISL 1,277 122 10.47 

Israel ISR 2,627 172 15.27 

Italy ITA 3,612 191 18.91 

Japan JPN 3,555 196 18.14 

Kazakhstan KAZ 6,566 331 19.84 

South Korea KOR 2,931 163 17.98 

Latvia LVA 2,315 135 17.15 

Lithuania LTU 3,759 195 19.28 

Malta MLT 1,656 55 30.11 

Mexico MEX 2,926 193 15.16 

The Netherlands NLD 1,884 116 16.24 

New Zealand NZL 2,257 185 12.20 

Norway NOR 4,154 185 22.45 

Portugal PRT 3,676 200 18.38 

Russian Federation RUS 4,011 230 17.44 

Saudi Arabia SAU 2,744 179 15.33 

Singapore SGP 3,280 169 19.41 

Slovak Republic SVK 3,015 176 17.13 

Viet Nam VNM 3,825 196 19.52 

Slovenia SVN 2,094 132 15.86 

South Africa ZAF 2,046 170 12.04 

Spain ESP 7,407 399 18.56 

Sweden SWE 2,782 180 15.46 

United Arab Emirates ARE 8,648 521 16.60 

Turkey TUR 3,952 196 20.16 

United States of America USA 2,560 165 15.52 

England (United 

Kingdom) 

ENG 2,376 149 15.95 

Alberta (Canada) CAB 1,077 122 8.83 

Romania ROU 3,658 199 18.38 

Buenos Aires (Argentina) ABA 2,099 130 16.15 

Shanghai (China) CSH 3,976 198 20.08 

Total sample TALIS 2018 154,959 9,185 16.87 

Sampling procedure. TALIS had followed a two-stage sampling procedure 

within each country: First, a random sample of about 150 to 200 schools at ISCED level 

2 was drawn. Second, about 20 teachers from each school were drawn randomly. Since 

this study used anonymized and publicly available, large-scale assessment data 
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collected by the OECD in line with countries’ data protection requirements, a research 

ethics committee’s approval was unnecessary.   

Measures 

Descriptive statistics of all variables at the teacher level and the school level and 

correlations were reported for every 48 countries and the entire sample in Appendix 1. 

Detailed information about reliability coefficients at the teacher and school level and 

intraclass correlations of all scales was presented in this document for each country and 

the entire sample. In the following, features of the measures are described. 

Age 

Age (in years) was measured as a continuous variable via self-report. At the 

teacher level, this represents the individual teachers’ age. At the school level, this 

variable represents the school-average age of the sampled teachers in a school as an 

index of age composition.  

Teacher innovativeness (TEAM)  

The construct was assessed by teachers rating four statements following 

“Thinking about the teachers in this school, how strongly do you agree or disagree with 

the following statements?” (see Table 2) and scored on a 4-point Likert (0 = strongly 

disagree, 1 = disagree, 2 = agree, 3 = strongly agree). 

Table 2.  

Item Wording of the Teacher Innovativeness Scale in TALIS 2018 

Items 

Thinking about the teachers in this school, how strongly do 

you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

a) Most teachers in this school strive to develop new ideas for 

teaching and learning. 

b) Most teachers in this school are open to change. 

c) Most teachers in this school search for new ways to solve 

problems. 

d) Most teachers in this school provide practical support to each 

other for the application of new ideas. 
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For the complete TALIS 2018 data set, these reliabilities were 𝜔𝐿1 = .90 and 𝜔𝐿2 

= .96. And the country-specific omega (𝜔) reliability coefficients ranged between 𝜔𝐿1 

= .78 and 𝜔𝐿1 = .95 at the teacher level (M = .89, SD = .04, Mdn = .89), and between 

𝜔𝐿2 = .93 and 𝜔𝐿2 = 1.00 at the school level (M = .98, SD = .01, Mdn = .98). This scale 

represents the individual teachers’ perceptions of how innovative the teachers at their 

school are at the teacher level. At the school level, this scale represents the shared 

perceptions of all teachers at a school. 

Gender 

The teacher’s gender (coded as 0 = Female and 1 = Male) served as a control 

variable at the teacher level in extended models. 

Data Analysis 

Analytic Strategy 

Two-level multilevel modeling was performed to test the hypotheses for 

accounting for the hierarchical structure and the two-stage sampling procedure of the 

TALIS 2018 data with teachers (L1) nested in schools (L2). The empirical model was 

built based on multilevel structural equation modeling (MSEM; Snijders & Bosker, 

2012)  using latent variables with one or multiple indicators and methodological 

approaches to aggregate climate and contextual variables at L2.  

The MSEM accounts for sampling error due to the hierarchical data structure 

and can account for measurement error by including measurement models and 

performing latent decomposition (Lüdtke et al., 2008; Marsh et al., 2009). This latent 

decomposition enables researchers to decompose each observed variable that was 

measured at the lowest (within) level into a latent (unobserved) within-part and a latent 

(unobserved) between part to circumvent possible bias that may be due to the 
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unreliability of manifest (observed) group means of the within-level variables (Lüdtke 

et al., 2008). 

Besides, the multilevel perspective on the study’s variable of interest was critical 

due to the school as the frame of reference. Specifically, although the variable teacher 

innovativeness was measured by teacher ratings at the teacher (within) level, it refers to 

the school (between) level and has thus a substantive meaning at this level (Marsh et al., 

2012; Stapleton et al., 2016). 

Measurement Models and Invariance Testing 

A research’s key precondition was to ensure teacher innovativeness’s 

measurement invariance across countries and levels (teachers – schools). This step was 

needed to establish the same meaning of the constructs across countries and levels (Jak, 

2019; Stapleton et al., 2016) while reduced the number of model parameters 

substantially (Scherer & Nilsen, 2016). In this direction, measurement invariance across 

countries has become a regular practice to evaluate complex models in international 

large-scale assessment (OECD, 2019a). However, this practice limits to ensure 

invariance at the lowest level (e.g., for TALIS at teacher level). Since measurement 

invariance remains for where it comes from, the present study needed to test also cross-

level invariance. 

A series of increasingly restrictive multi-group multilevel SEMs were tested to 

ensure (cross-level and cross-country) metric invariance in the total sample and across 

the 48 countries. Achieve metric invariance is necessary to ensure the exact meaning of 

the constructs (Jak, 2019; Stapleton et al., 2016). Cross-level measurement invariance 

set that the teacher innovativeness at L2 (L2-TEAM) can be interpreted as the school-

level counterpart of the teacher innovativeness construct at L1 (L1-TEAM). Therefore, 

the variance decomposition into L1 and L2 variance are meaningful for the latent 
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variables. At the same time, contextual effects can be computed as the discrepancy 

between L1-effect and L2-effects (Nagengast & Marsh, 2012).  

In the total sample, two models were fit: (a) a configural invariance model, 

where measurement model of TEAM was set to hold at both L1 and L2, but factor 

loadings were freed to vary between levels; and (b) a factorial invariance model where 

factor loadings were fixed to be equal between L1 and L2. 

Measurement invariance of TEAM across the 48 countries was examined with: 

(a) A configural invariance model was set to be the same in all countries, but no 

restriction on the factor loadings was forced across levels and between countries. (b) 

The same structure with factor loadings fixed to be invariant across countries at L1 but 

freely varying at L2. (c) The same model, with factor loadings restricted to be invariant 

across countries at L1 and L2. (d) An identical model where factor loadings were also 

fixed to be invariant across levels. 

The model fit was evaluated based on the Comparative Fit Index (CFI), the Root 

Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA), and the level-specific Standardized 

Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR-w, SRMR-b). The analysis applied standard 

guidelines for evaluating the goodness-of-fit (CFI ≥ 0.95, RMSEA ≤ 0.06, and SRMR 

≤ 0.08) (Kline, 2015).  

Contextual effect models 

The following describes how contextual analysis models were are applied in this 

study, adopting a similar approach to Marsh et al. (2009). It started with a Multilevel 

Structural Equation Model (MSEM) with a two-level structure with teachers nested 

within schools and the individual-level construct 𝑋𝑖𝑗 (age of teacher 𝑖 in school 𝑗) that 

predicts the dependent variable 𝑌𝑖𝑗 (teacher innovativeness perception of teacher 𝑖 in 
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school 𝑗). While the dependent (teacher innovativeness) construct is measured by 

multiple 𝑘 indicators, the independent variable (age) is measured by a single indicator. 

For Model 1 (M1), the predictor is 𝑋𝑖𝑗 at the teacher level. Correspondingly, at 

the school level, the predictor is calculated by summing across the 𝑛𝑗 teachers in each 

school: �̅�●𝑗 =
1

𝑛𝑗
∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑗

𝑛𝑗

𝑖=1
. Multiple indicators measure the dependent variable. By 

extending the classical CFA model to a multilevel CFA, the measurement model extends 

to a within-group and a between-group level, and single indicators of the dependent 

construct Y can be broken down in this fashion (B. O. Muthén, 1991): 

𝑌𝑘𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑘𝑦 + 𝜆𝑘𝑦,𝑾𝑈𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝑅𝑘𝑦𝑖𝑗 + 𝜆𝑘𝑦,𝑩𝑈𝑦𝑗 + 𝑅𝑘𝑦𝑗;  𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾 (1) 

where 𝜆𝑘𝑖𝑗,𝑾 are the within-factor loadings, 𝜆𝑘𝑗,𝑾 are the between-factor loadings, 𝑅𝑘𝑦𝑖𝑗 

are the residuals at L1, and 𝑅𝑘𝑦𝑗 are the residuals at L2. 𝑈𝑦𝑖𝑗 and 𝑈𝑦𝑗 are the unobserved 

true scores at L1 and L2. According to classical test theory, a model in which the factor 

loadings vary across indicators is denominated as a congeneric measurement model.  

The structural equation is defined as follows:  

�̅�●𝑖𝑗  = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(�̅�●𝑖𝑗 −  �̅�●●𝑗) +  𝛽2�̅�●●𝑗 + 𝛿0𝑗 + 휀𝑖𝑗  (2) 

In which 𝛽0 is the grand-mean intercept, 𝛽1 is the within-group regression coefficient 

that describe the relation within schools and 𝛽2 is the between-group regression 

coefficient that depicts the relation among the schools’ means (Cronbach, 1976), and 휀𝑖𝑗 

and 𝛿0𝑗 are normally distributed (with an expected value equal to zero) and uncorrelated 

residuals at both levels. If 𝛽2 is significantly different from 𝛽1, in other words, if the 

difference 𝛽2 − 𝛽1 is significantly different from zero, a contextual effect occurs 

(Snijders & Bosker, 2012).  

Because M1 represents such-and-such variables as manifest at L1 and manifests 

concerning aggregation from L1 to L2 (i.e., ignoring sampling error), this approach is 
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labeled as doubly manifest. As shown (M1 in Figure 1), the doubly manifest approach 

uses observed scores for L1-AGE and L2-AGE (symbolized by squares). 

For contextual variables such as age, gender, socioeconomic status, or other 

demographic characteristics of teachers within a school, the true school average might 

not be trustworthily reflected by observed school average �̅�●𝑗 when the sampling ratio 

(e.g., numbers of teachers sampled from each school) is pretty short (Lüdtke et al., 

2008; O’Brien, 1990). In this regard, Lüdtke et al. (2008) presented a new approach that 

considers sampling error to estimate group effects when the sampling ratio is neither 

close to 1 or 0, such as the manifest-latent approach (see Model 2 in Figure 1). Under 

this perspective, the true group means are considered an unobserved latent variable 𝑼𝑥𝑗 

measured with some degree of precision by the group means of the observed data 

(Asparouhov & Muthen, 2007). The precision is given by 
𝜏𝑥

2

𝜏𝑥
2+(𝜎𝑥

2/𝑛𝑗)
 , where 𝜏𝑥

2 is the 

variance between schools and 𝜎𝑥
2 is the variance within schools. This measure represent 

the reliability of group means (e.g., the observed school average �̅�●𝑗), also known as 

ICC(2) (Bliese, 2000). Usually, the average group size can be used rather than 𝑛𝑗 when 

groups are of different sizes (Searle et al., 1992). For climate constructs in a multilevel 

model, the ICC(2) should be determined beforehand. If it appears reliable, it can be used 

as indicators of shared unit properties and included as group-level variables (Krasikova 

& LeBreton, 2019; Snijders & Bosker, 2012).  

Following the approach of (Lüdtke et al., 2008), the estimate of the between-

level coefficient is corrected for the unreliable assessment of the latent group mean by 

the observed group mean. Then the structural equation for Model 2 (M2) is: 

�̅�●𝑖𝑗  = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑈𝑖𝑗 −  𝑈●𝑗) + 𝛽2𝑈𝑥𝑗 + 𝛿0𝑗 + 휀𝑖𝑗  (3) 
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FIGURE 1. Set of contextual models that are manifest (M1) and latent (M2) in terms of 

sampling error of teachers in schools (and correction for sampling error), and their 

corresponding extended models (M3 & M4) with gender as a control variable. 

 

Note. Age = Teacher’s age, Sage = School-average teachers’ age, TEAM = Teacher 

Innovativeness; W = Within (teacher-level); B = Between (school-level). Straight (one-

directional) arrows represent paths. Circles indicate latent variables; squares indicate 

observed (manifest) variables. A dashed line divides within and between levels.  

At the end of the within-level regressions, dots depict random intercepts at the between 

level, representing the latent aggregation process. All between-level random intercepts 

are latent variables.  
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where 𝑈●𝑗 and 𝑈𝑖𝑗  are latent variables that are analogous to the manifest variables �̅�●𝑗 

and �̅�𝑖𝑗 in Equation 2, and 𝑈𝑥𝑗  is a latent variable that is corrected for sampling error. 

This model is called the manifest-latent approach. Manifest due to is based on a single 

observed indicator and latent in the sense that it controls for sampling error. 

In Model 3 (M3), we added to M1 the gender of the teacher (see M2 in Figure 1): 

 �̅�●𝑖𝑗  = 𝛽0 +  𝛽1(�̅�𝑖𝑗 − �̅�●𝑗) +  𝛽2�̅�●𝑗 + 𝛽3𝑆𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛿0𝑗 + 휀𝑖𝑗  (4) 

Similarly, in Model 4 teacher’s gender is added to M2 for control: 

�̅�●𝑖𝑗  = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝑈𝑖𝑗 − 𝑈●𝑗) + 𝛽2𝑈𝑥𝑗 + 𝛽3𝑆𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑗 +  𝛿0𝑗 + 휀𝑖𝑗  (5) 

Group-mean centering was used; the school mean 𝑗 is subtracted from the age of 

teacher 𝑖 in school 𝑗 (�̅�𝑖𝑗 − �̅�●𝑗) in all the models (Enders & Tofighi, 2007; Kreft et 

al., 1995). This means that the L2-AGE regression coefficient is not a direct estimate of 

the contextual effect but of the L2 effect (Enders & Tofighi, 2007; Snijders & Bosker, 

2012) that does not control for the effect of L1-AGE. A test of this hypothesis was 

obtained by calculating the contextual effect as a new variable — subtracting the effect 

of L1-AGE from the effect of L2-AGE — and obtaining its standard error with the 

multivariate delta method (Marsh et al., 2009; Raykov & Marcoulides, 2004). 

In all analyses, effect sizes were calculated according to the recommendations of 

Marsh, Ludtke, et al. (2009) by the following formula: 

𝐸𝑆2 = (2 ∗ 𝐵 ∗ 𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑)/𝜎𝑌   (6) 

where B is the unstandardized regression coefficient, 𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the standard deviation of 

the predictor variable (L1-AGE or L2-AGE), and 𝜎𝑌 is the standard deviation of the 

outcome variable (TEAM). This effect size is comparable to Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988). 
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Heterogeneity Test 

As an additional step, whether relations among teacher innovativeness varied 

between countries were tested. For this, it was needed to extract first the effects of 

interest — L1, L2, and contextual effects —  and its elements in the asymptotic 

covariance matrix from the models presented, and then proceed to a random effect 

analysis. Combining the meta-analysis with the MSEM allows examining how the 

hypothesized effects vary across countries and assess heterogeneity (Hedges & Schauer, 

2019). The R packages metafor (version 2.4-0, Viechtbauer, 2010) was used to perform 

the meta-analyses. 

Estimator, Missing Data, and Weights 

In all models, the robust maximum-likelihood estimator (MLR) as implemented 

in the statistical software Mplus 8.0 (L. K. Muthén & Muthén, 1998) was used to 

account for possible departures from the normality of the observed variables and to 

obtain robust standard errors.  

Missing data were handled using the full information maximum likelihood 

procedure(Enders, 2010). There was a small amount of missing data per item (ranged 

from 2.8 % to 3.0 % per item for the four indicators of TEAM and 0.3% in AGE). 

The final teacher weights and the final school weights provided by TALIS 2018 

were included in the models to account for unequal probabilities of selection and non-

response, scaled to the cluster and overall sample sizes (Asparouhov, 2005). These 

weights may include some redundant factors and adjustments (Rutkowski et al., 2010).  
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Results 

Evaluating the Measurement Models  

An inspection of the correlation matrices revealed significant correlations 

between teacher innovativeness and age at the teacher and the school level in most 

countries. But fewer cases of significant correlations between teacher innovativeness 

and the control variable at the teacher level. The full correlation matrices at the 

respective levels of analysis (L1 and L2) are displayed in Appendix III. Concerning the 

proportion of variance at the school level, substantial intraclass correlations of teacher 

innovativeness existed, ranging from 𝐼𝐶𝐶1 = 0.028 to 0.233, with an average of 0.108 

(SD = 0.045). All intraclass correlations are documented in the Appendix III. 

Before analyzing the possible relationship between teacher innovativeness and 

age, the measurement invariance was tested carrying out four models. The first one, a 

multi-group multilevel measurement model assuming configural invariance across 

countries and levels (Model MGML1), showed a god fit to the data (CFI = .997, 

RMSEA = .041, SRMR-w = .012, SRMR-b = .078). Second, a model assuming metric 

invariance across countries at L1 and a configural model at L2 (MGML2) showed an 

acceptable fit (CFI = .978, RMSEA = .066, SRMR-w = .017, SRMR-b = .117) with 

some deterioration compared to the fully configural model. Third, a model with 

constrained factor loadings across countries at L2 in addition (MGML3) exhibited a 

good fit (CFI = .990, RMSEA = .034, SRMR-w = .017, SRMR-b = .032) with a 

surprising improvement of the fit at L2. The final model (MGML4) assumed cross-level 

invariance of factor loadings in addition to Model MGML3 and reported also a good fit 

(CFI = .990, RMSEA = .035, SRMR-w = .017, SRMR-b = .037).  
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All in all, the model with both cross-country and cross-level invariance was 

acceptable (MGML4) and served as the baseline for the subsequent multilevel SEM 

analyses.  

Table 3.  

Model fit of Measurement Invariance Testing  

Code Model CFI RMSEA SRMR-w SRMR-b 

MGML1 Configural 0.997 0.041 0.012 0.078 

MGML2 L1-Metric 0.978 0.066 0.017 0.117 

MGML3 Metric 0.990 0.034 0.017 0.032 

MGML4 Metric-Xlevel 0.990 0.035 0.017 0.037 

 

MLM Contextual Model  

Doubly manifest model (M1): Single indicators and manifest aggregation 

Model M1 (see Figure 1) is an MLM contextual model based on a single 

indicator (manifest measure) of age at L1 and L2. Aggregation was manifest in the 

sense that L2-AGE is a simple (manifest) average of the L1-AGE in each school. The 

model has an excellent fit to the data, CFI = . 997, RMSEA = .004, SRMR-w = .008, 

SRMR-b = .026 The extension for the country-specific data with cross-level and cross-

country metric invariance led to a substantial model fit across countries (CFI = .987, 

RMSEA = .032, SRMR-w = .020, SRMR-b = .045). 

Has L1-AGE a linear effect (RQ1) and L2-AGE a contextual effect (RQ2) 

on the individual perception of TEAM in the total sample? In the total international 

sample of TALIS 2018, L1-AGE showed a linear positive effect on L1-TEAM (𝑏 =

0.006, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.001, 𝑝 = 0.00). Even more interesting for the current study, the 

contextual effect of L2-AGE was significant and negative (𝑏 = −0.012, 𝑆𝐸 =

0.001, 𝑝 =  0.00). Thus, when individual differences in teachers’ age were controlled 

(L1-AGE), school-average teachers’ age (L2-AGE) had a negative effect on L1-TEAM. 
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The effect size of the contextual effect was -0. 251, indicating a small-sized effect. In 

table 4, all model coefficients are presented.  

Table 4  

Coefficients of the MSEM for the total TALIS 2018 sample 

  

Model 1: Doubly 

Manifest Model 
 Model 2: Manifest-Latent 

Model 

Parameter Estimate SE   Estimate SE 

Structural model parameters      

 Intercept (𝛽0) 7.691 0.261  9.670 0.308 

 L1 teacher age (𝛽1) 0.115 0.010  0.119 0.011 

 SAGE / L2 teacher age (𝛽2) -0.148 0.038  -0.236 0.040 

Derived model parameters      

  Contextual effect teacher age (𝐸𝑆2) -0.251 0.031   -0.294 0.032 

Note. SAGE = school average teachers' age, L1 = teacher level, L2 = school level, 

MSEM  = Multilevel Structural Equation Model. Structural model parameters are fully 

standardized. All effects shown are significantly different from zero. 

To what extent do these effects generalize across the 48 countries 

participating in TALIS 2018? The contextual model was fit for the multi-group 

sample to test the generalizability of the total sample results to the 48 countries. The 

country-specific coefficients are presented in Table S50 in Appendix III. The multi-

group model fit the data well ( 𝐶𝐹𝐼 = .987, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 = .032, 𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑅𝑊  =

.020, 𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑅𝐵 = .045). Overall, the total sample’s findings were significant across many 

countries from the participating countries in TALIS 2018. In total, the contextual effect 

of teachers’age was negative and significantly different from zero in twenty-nine 

countries, negative and significantly different from zero in one country (United Arab 

Emirates), and not significantly different from zero in the remaining eighteen countries.  
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FIGURE 2. Caterpillar plot of country-specific contextual effects of age on individual 

perception of teacher innovativeness in model 1: Manifest aggregation approach (left 

panel) and model 2: latent aggregation (right panel). The dotted lines represent the 

average contextual effect over all the countries. The error bars represent country-

specific 95% confidence intervals. 

The country-specific contextual effect sizes — that is, the size of the contextual 

effect relative to the country-specific standard deviations of TEAM and AGE — varied 

from -0.514 to 0.129 with a mean of -0.195 and a standard deviation of 0.143. The 

country-specific contextual effects and their 95% confidence intervals are presented in 

Figure 2 (left panel). 

L1-AGE was mainly positively related to TEAM. Forty-six countries showed a 

significant positive effect, with the remaining two countries (Viet Nam & Shanghai, 

China) showing not significantly different from zero.  The effect sizes of the regression 

coefficients reported values from 0.016 to 0.247, an average of 0.122, and a standard 

deviation of 0.057. Figure 3 (left panel) shows the country-specific effects of L1-AGE 

on L1-TEAM and their 95% confidence intervals. 
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FIGURE 3. Caterpillar plot of country-specific L1-effects of age on teacher 

innovativeness at schools in model 1: manifest aggregation approach (left panel) and 

model 2: latent aggregation (right panel). The dotted lines represent the average 

contextual effect over all the countries. The error bars represent country-specific 95% 

confidence intervals. 

Are the school-average teachers’ age and teacher innovativeness related at 

the school level (RQ3)? The L2-AGE showed a significant and negative relation with 

L2-TEAM (𝑏 = −0.006, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.001, 𝑝 = 0.00) in the total international sample of 

TALIS 2018. In other words, school-average teacher age had a negative effect on 

TEAM at the school level but to a small extent. 

To what extent do these effects generalize across the 48 countries 

participating in TALIS 2018? Overall, there is not enough evidence to generalize such 

effects over the total sample of participating countries in TALIS 2018. In fact, the effect 

of the teachers’ age composition at schools was not significantly different from zero in 

thirty-one countries. In contrast, fifteen countries showed a significant negative effect, 

and two countries (United Arab Emirates & Latvia) reported a significant positive 

effect.  
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For L2-AGE, the regression coefficients’ effect sizes report a minimum value of 

-0.445 and maximum of 0.391, a mean of -0.121, and a standard deviation of 0.204. 

Figure 4 (left panel) shows the country-specific effects of L2-AGE on TEAM and their 

95% confidence intervals. 

 

FIGURE 4. Caterpillar plot of country-specific L2-effects of age on teacher 

innovativeness at schools in model 1: manifest aggregation approach (left panel) and 

model 2: latent aggregation (right panel). The dotted lines represent the average 

contextual effect over all the countries. The error bars represent country-specific 95% 

confidence intervals. 

Manifest-latent contextual model (M2): Control for sampling error 

The main hallmark for M2 is that L2-AGE is latent because it adjusts sampling 

error based on the latent aggregation of L1-AGE to form L2-AGE. The model also had 

an excellent fit to the data, CFI =.997, RMSEA = . 004, SRMR-w = . 008, SRMR-b = . 

029. The extension for the country-specific data with fixed parameters of the 

measurement models led to a substantial model fit across countries (CFI =. 987, 

RMSEA = .033, SRMR-w = . 021, SRMR-b = . 056). 

Do the identified effects in model M1 persist after the correction of the 

sampling error? The results obtained in model M2 were very similar to the results in 
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model M1. In the total sample, L1-AGE was positively related to L1-TEAM (𝑏 =

0.006, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.001, 𝑝 = 0.000). Again, a negative contextual effect emerged (𝑏 =

−0.018, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.002, 𝑝 = 0.000). The effect size of the relation between school-

average teacher age and individual perception of teacher innovativeness was 50% larger 

than in M1. According to the effect size metric (ES2), the contextual effect of school-

average AGE was -0.294, indicating a small-sized effect – but still larger than the 

negative effect of school-average AGE in M1 (-0.251). See standardized model 

coefficients in Table 4. Finally, L2-AGE was also negatively related to L2-TEAM (𝑏 =

−0.011, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.002, 𝑝 = 0.000), but its effect size almost duplicated the estimate in 

model M1. 

Do these effects generalize across the 48 countries participating in TALIS 

2018? In the same manner that M1, M2 was fit in the multi-group data set to ensure 

cross-level and cross-country metric invariance. The fit indices in the model with 

correction of sampling error were as good as the fit indices of the original model 

(𝐶𝐹𝐼 = .987, 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸𝐴 = .033, 𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑅𝑊  = .021, 𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑅𝐵 = .056). The contextual effect 

of L2-AGE on L1-TEAM was negative and significantly different from zero in 29 of 

the 48 countries and non-significantly different from zero in the remaining 29 countries. 

According to the effect size metric, the contextual effects of L2-AGE on L1-TEAM 

swing from -0.714 to 0.077, with a mean of -0.287 and a standard deviation of 0.205.  

Figure 2 (right panel) plotted the country-specific contextual effects and their 95% 

confidence intervals. Also, the effects are reported in Table S51 in Appendix III. 

The effect of L1-AGE on L1-TEAM was consistently positive and significantly 

different from zero in 46 of the 48 countries and non-significantly different from zero in 

2 countries (Viet Nam & Shanghai, China). The country-specific effect sizes of the 

effect oscillated between -0.016 and 0.253, with a mean of 0.127 and a standard 
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deviation of 0.06. The country-specific effects of L1-AGE and their 95% confidence 

intervals are shown in Figure 2 (right panel). In contrast, there was a substantial change 

in the estimates of the effect of L2-AGE on L2-TEAM compared to M1. In this model, 

almost half of the 48 participant countries showed a significant negative effect, while 

the remaining half showed a non-significant effect. Only one country (United Arab 

Emirates) showed a significant positive effect. The country-specific effect sizes for the 

effect of L2-AGE ranged from – 0.854 to 0.242, with a mean of – 0.293 and a standard 

deviation of 0.267. Figure 4 (right panel) exhibits the country-specific effects of L2-

AGE and their 95% confidence intervals.  

Extension of the MLM Contextual Models: Control for gender (M3 & M4) 

The contextual models can include additional relevant predictors or control 

variables relevant for substantial research (Figure 1). Here, the models were extended to 

test potential variation when gender is included for control in M3 and M4 as extensions 

to M1 and M2, respectively. 

In the total sample, the inclusion of gender did not change the fit indices for both 

cases. In the same vein, no substantial change was observed in the model parameters 

after controlling for gender. In both models, significant gender differences in L1-TEAM 

existed (𝑏 = −0.045, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.011, 𝑝 = 0.000); that is, female teachers reported on 

average a higher teacher innovativeness within a school than their male counterparts. 

This finding replicates in less than a third of the 48 countries across the 

participant countries. In M3 and M4, relations were negative and significantly different 

from zero in 15 and 16 countries, respectively, and non-significantly different from zero 

in the remaining countries. These results seem consistent with previous studies 

(Carmeli et al., 2006; Mueller et al.,2008), where no significant relationship between 

gender and innovative behaviors was found. 
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Heterogeneity of effects across countries 

The results of the random-effects specified to quantify potential between-country 

heterogeneity in the L1, L2, and contextual effects indicated that the effects of teacher 

age on teacher innovativeness were highly heterogeneous. This heterogeneity extended 

across countries at the teacher and the school level both in the doubly manifest approach 

and manifest-latent approach (see Table 5).  

The largest degree of heterogeneity occurred for the relation among teacher age 

(L1-AGE) and individual perception of teacher innovativeness (L1-TEAM), around 

80% of heterogeneity in both models. The L2 and contextual effect varied substantially 

between countries, but M2 reported higher levels of heterogeneity than M1. M1 showed 

between-country heterogeneity indices of 𝐼2 = 70.9 % and 66.9 % for L2 and contextual 

effect, respectively. Similarly, M2 showed 𝐼2 = 75.8 % and 74.0 % for L2 and 

contextual effect, respectively. 

Table 5.  

Heterogeneity indices of the L1, L2, and contextual effects derived from MSEM across 

countries 

Effect 

Model 1: Doubly Manifest 

Model 
  Model 2: Manifest-Latent Model 

𝑄𝐸(𝑑𝑓) 𝐼2 𝜏2   𝑄𝐸(𝑑𝑓) 𝐼2 𝜏2 

Structural model parameters        

 
L1 teacher age (𝛽1) 271.576 (47)** 81.94% 0.0000  266.929 (47)** 81.69% 0.0000 

 
L2 teacher age (𝛽2) 185.640 (47)** 70.93% 0.0001  192.134 (47)** 75.81% 0.0002 

Derived model parameters 
 

  
 

   

  Contextual effect teacher age (𝐸𝑆2) 168.767 (47)** 66.89% 0.0129  208.794 (47)** 73.98% 0.0279 

Note. 𝑄𝐸(𝑑𝑓) = Q-statistic of the overall heterogeneity with df degrees of freedom,  

𝐼2= Heterogeneity index, 𝜏2 = Between-country varaince estimate. ** p < 0.001 
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Discussion 

This study is a substantive–methodological synergy (Marsh & Hau, 2007), 

applying cross-cultural research on the effects of teacher age on teacher innovativeness. 

The followings are some key features of this study:    

a) The sample, taken from TALIS 2018, included an extensive and diverse sample of 

countries (48), larger than any other previous study of age and innovativeness in 

educational settings that enable us to take inference across countries and cultures. 

b) This study is the first multilevel study using TALIS data to focus on the effects of 

aggregate teacher age on teacher innovativeness in schools, a sensitive matter with 

high policy importance for developed and developing countries that could be 

decisive in the determination of policies that extend or reduce the teacher retirement 

age. 

c) This is the first study using TALIS data that implements two approaches to measure 

the impact of controlling and not controlling the sampling error to investigate 

contextual variables at the aggregated level. Variables which, by nature and context, 

are veiled by the uncertainty. 

Methodological Considerations 

Methodologically, a set of contextual models (Lüdtke et al., 2008; Marsh et al., 

2012; Televantou et al., 2015) – and their extensions - were applied to identify the 

consistency of relations between teacher age and teacher innovativeness at different 

levels. An essential precondition was to guarantee teacher innovativeness’ measurement 

invariance across countries and levels. In this way, TEAM kept the same meaning in all 

countries, as well L2-TEAM was the average L1-TEAM in each school. Hence, the 

contextual effect can be straightforwardly estimated as the mere difference between L1 

and L2 coefficients. 
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Latent aggregation and, in consequence, correcting for sampling error did not 

affect the estimation of the L1 relation — as it was expected — but impacted the 

estimates of the contextual effect and the L2 relation. In comparison, the effect sizes 

were much larger in the manifest-latent contextual model (M2) than in the doubly 

manifest model (M1), similar to the result observed in a study of the big-fish-little-pond 

effect (BFLPE) by (Marsh et al., 2009), where the relation of the aggregated predictor at 

the group level and the individual outcome was lower when sampling error prevails in 

the data. What is relevant for the present study is that the direction in both cases did not 

differ substantially. Another remarkable finding was that the number of significant L2 

relations vary substantially based on the model used. While in M1, seventeen significant 

relations were found; in M2, the significant relations increased to twenty-five. This 

difference is explained as a direct consequence of having larger size effects in the latent 

approach (see Figure 2 & Figure 4) when 𝛽𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 > 𝛽𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 (Lüdtke et al., 2008; 

Nagengast & Marsh, 2012) that make the estimates significantly different from zero1.  

Overall, the manifest and latent aggregation approaches overestimate and 

underestimate, respectively, the true effects. The true value of the teachers’ age school 

composition is unknown because not all teacher inside schools have been sampled; 

therefore, the “best” estimate of the (L2 or contextual) effect lies somewhere between 

the estimates of both approaches (Lüdtke et al., 2008; Marsh et al., 2009). 

Consequently, applied researchers should apply models with and without controlling 

sampling error when dealing with contextual variables such as age or gender 

 
1 Given the latent aggregation approach underestimate the contextual effect (𝛽𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡 =

𝛽𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 − 𝛽𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛) , in comparison with the manifest approach, and the L1 effect (𝛽𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛) 

remains stable across models , the underestimation of the contextual effect in the latent 

aggregation approach implies also underestimate the L2 effect (𝛽𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛). 
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composition at school. Thus, from clear patterns in results, researchers can confidently 

interpret the results; otherwise, invalid conclusions may be drawn. Assuredly, 

educational researchers who employ the previously described models will test 

hypotheses based on a more reliable methodological approach. 

Substantive Considerations  

Teacher-Level Relation to Teacher Innovativeness  

The positive relation between age and individual perception of teacher 

innovativeness was vastly generalized. It is striking that effects were significant and 

positive in 46 countries, with only two exceptions. These results would reflect an effect 

of how individual teachers perceive the innovativeness of their peers based on their own 

age. Teachers’ opinions about their peers’ innovativeness vary depending on their age, 

rating their colleagues higher on teacher innovativeness as they grow old. These results 

expand previous research in school innovation that relates teacher characteristics (i.e., 

teacher’s age, teacher experience) with the individual perception of a broader range of 

constructs in their peers (OECD, 2019c). A potential explanation for these results might 

be a generation gap, where young and old teachers are more likely to have a different 

perspective of what it means to be innovative. That is to say, older teachers might 

consider as innovative activities those that are just different from their regular teaching 

practices, while younger teachers are more critical to consider an activity as innovative. 

In deep, this generation gap might rely on the fact that young teachers are either more 

used to changes and new technology (i.e., supposedly “digital native”; Bennett & 

Maton, 2010; Prensky, 2001) or have been trained to perform teaching practices in 

innovative ways and to use new technologies2. 

 
2 From the TALIS 2018 data, it was found higher levels of opportunities to learn (OTL) in 

cross-curricular skills and ICT skills in the formal education of younger teachers than their older 
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Contextual effects 

When individual differences in teacher age were controlled, school-average of 

teacher age had a negative (and small to medium size) effect on the perception of 

teacher innovativeness. Generally, these results suggest that being a teacher in a school 

with a high average age reduced individual perception of teacher innovativeness 

significantly in the majority of countries (29 from 48) after controlling for the individual 

effect of teacher age. Two tentative reasons might explain such findings. On the one 

hand, if we assume that teacher rates are considerable objective, older teachers might be 

less prone to innovate. This reasoning goes in line with Goodson et al. (2006) finding 

that teachers’ willingness to implement innovative practices tended to decline with age 

and experience. On the other hand, embracing a more subjective assessment by 

teachers, the age stereotype that young people are more innovative than older people 

might prevail in certain societies. This last reasoning seems more likely than the first 

one due to the kind of measure applied. Given the socio-cultural nature of stereotypes 

(McGarty et al., 2002), this reasoning may also explain why the relation between school 

composite teacher age and teacher innovativeness is significant in just 60% of the 

participant countries. It is noteworthy that this study is apparently the first that examines 

the contextual influence of working at a school with high teachers average age on 

individual perception of innovativeness.  

School-Level Relations to School Innovativeness 

In addition to the relationship between age and individual perception of teacher 

innovativeness, the relation at the organizational (school) level was examined. It was 

striking to see how the findings across countries vary depending on the model approach. 

 
counterparts across the 48 participant countries (see Relation between teacher age and training 

to perform innovative practices and use of new technology in Appendix III ). 
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While in the model with manifest aggregation of teacher age (M1), the relation was no 

significant in around two-third of participant countries (31 of 48), in the model with 

latent aggregation (M2), the relation was no significant in less than the half of the 

countries (23 of 48). Although results were inconsistent across models and the effect 

was not present in the whole sample, there is a clear pattern: in at least half of the 

countries, there is no evidence to believe that schools with older teachers have a lower 

degree of teaching innovativeness than schools with younger teachers.  

Albeit there is not enough evidence to reject the effects of the teacher age school 

composite with the teacher innovativeness at school in at least half of countries, the 

result extends the body of knowledge about how age relates with innovation behavior at 

the organizational level. This apparent contradiction between studies that asserted that 

age is not negatively related to innovation (e.g., Ng & Feldman, 2013) and others that 

claimed that teacher age is negatively related to innovative behavior (Thurlings et al., 

2015) remains. Given the high heterogeneity of the effects between countries, it seems a 

possible path for further research to explore whether country-specific attributes, such as 

societal or cultural factors, influence the relationship between age and teacher 

innovativeness at the school level. 

Limitations and Directions for Future Research 

Nature of the variables involved: Contextual versus Climate constructs. 

Although the contextual and climate constructs are aggregations of variables 

from L1 to L2, there is some ambiguity in the appropriate way to operationalize 

contextual variables about sampling error (Lüdtke et al., 2008; Marsh et al., 2012). 

While for school climate variables (e.g., teacher innovativeness), it is always 

appropriate to test for sampling error and apply a latent approach. There is potential 

measurement error at teacher-level and school-level - when there are multiple indicators 
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of each construct — because the sampling of items and sampling error in going from 

teacher-level to school-level based on the sampling of teachers. For school contextual 

variables (e.g., school-average teacher age or gender composition at school) is possible 

to argue that when the sampling ratio (the proportion of teachers sampled from the 

school) is close to one, or in other words, when all teachers in each school are sampled, 

there is no sampling error. In this scenario, representation of L2 constructs by manifest 

variables or indicators is more appropriate since sampling error is assumed to be zero. 

Therefore, the applied researcher that controls for sampling error of contextual variables 

might be overcorrecting for unreliability due to sampling error. However, Marsh et al. 

(2009) argued it is appropriate to control sampling error when the sampling ratio is 

small (e.g., only a small proportion of the teachers in each school are sampled). 

Hence, according to Marsh et al. (2009, 2012) and Lüdtke et al. (2008, 2009; 

Ludtke et al., 2011), the true value of school contextual variables on average lies 

somewhere between the results of the manifest-latent model (that may overcorrect for 

sampling error) and the doubly manifest model (that may under-correct for sampling 

error). To summarize, applied researchers can decide whether control for sampling error 

of contextual variables when the sampling ratio is small or large. Nevertheless, when 

sampling ratios are unknown or are substantial — but different from 1 — the 

appropriate control for sampling error has not been fully resolved. In this context, the 

comparison of estimates based on both methodological approaches would be especially 

enlightening. 

Quantifying Generalizability 

In the analysis of multiple countries or multiple-studies data, test the 

generalizability of results has become a relevant subsequent step to take (Marsh et al., 

2014; Nagengast & Marsh, 2012). Although it might seem obvious to take this 
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approach, there is no clear-cut, and it is needed to develop analytic and conceptual 

frameworks to test generalizability, especially with large-scale data in education 

(Blömeke et al., in press). The present study reported the generalizability from counting 

the number of occasions at which a specific effect was found statistically significant 

(vote-counting) and estimating the between-country variances (Schauer & Hedges, 

2020). Effects were almost ubiquitous for L1 effects, and its presence varied from M1 to 

M2 for the L2 and contextual effect. At the same time, higher levels of variation 

between-country were found for the L1, L2, and contextual effects.  

Based on this last finding, a fruitful research direction would be to examine 

country characteristic that includes societal, economical or cultural dimensions that 

might reveal the effect of teacher age and their colleagues’ age in the perception of 

teacher innovativeness. In this way, it would be possible to disentangle the effects of the 

characteristics to come closer to potential explanations of differences in relations 

between country groups. 

Conclusion and Implications 

In conclusion, the simultaneous investigation results using manifest and latent 

aggregation of L1-contextual constructs support the idea that individual perception of 

teacher innovativeness is generally associated with teachers’ age and the teachers’ age 

school composition. Nevertheless, there is weak and inconsistent evidence that teachers’ 

age school composition influences the teacher innovativeness at schools. 

In light of these findings, there are several implications at different levels. For 

policymakers, this should be interpreted as a call for caution in developing educational 

policies that seek to improve school innovation by hiring teachers from a specific age 

range or changing the age for teachers' retirement. In particular, when arguments are 

based on claims that take for granted higher levels of innovation – and implicitly, 
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innovativeness – of young teachers over old teachers. Similarly, it represents a call to 

standardize operational concepts for key constructs such as innovation for teachers and 

principals. This practice would set a common expectation among teachers and school 

leaders and facilitate any effort toward school innovation. Finally, for researchers, a set 

of models that include and do not include correction of sampling error should be applied 

anytime they deal with contextual constructs. Thus, only from clear patterns in results, 

interpretations and conclusions can be drawn without a shadow of a doubt. 
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Appendix I:  

GDPR documents & Ethical approval 

 

 

 

Notification Form 213243 

Last updated 

27.09.2020 

Which personal data will be processed? 

• Background data that can identify a person 

• Other data that can identify a person 

Type of data 

You have indicated that you will be processing background data that can identify 

individual persons, describe which 

Age, gender 

You have indicated that you will be processing other data that can identify 

individual persons, describe which 

Country 

Will you be processing special categories of personal data or personal data relating 

to criminal convictions and offences? 

No 
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Project information 

Project title 

Age and Innovativeness: Effects of Teachers’ Age on Perception of School 

Innovativeness 
If the collected personal data will be used for other purposes, please describe 

No 

Explain why the processing of personal data is necessary 

The processing is necessary for purposes relating to scientific research, specifically 

test any potential difference due to gender or age in the shared perception of 

innovativeness among school teachers. 

External funding 

Type of project 

Student project, Master’s thesis 

Contact information, student 

Jesus Daniel Sanchez Ruiz, j.d.s.ruiz@cemo.uio.no 

 

Data controller 

Data controller (institution responsible for the project) 

Universitetet i Oslo / Det utdanningsvitenskapelige fakultet / CEMO - Centre for 

Educational Measurement 

Project leader (academic employee/supervisor or PhD candidate) 

Ronny Scherer, ronny.scherer@cemo.uio.no 

Will the responsibility of the data controller be shared with other institutions (joint 

data controllers)? 

No 

mailto:ruiz@cemo.uio.no
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Third Persons 

Will you be processing data relating to third persons? 

No 

 

Documentation 

How can data subjects get access to their personal data or have their personal data 

corrected or deleted? 

Subjects have to contact with TALIS team. 

Total number of data subjects in the project 

5000-9999 

 

Approvals 

Will you obtain any of the following approvals or permits for the project? 

 

Processing 

Where will the personal data be processed? 

• Computer belonging to the data controller 

Who will be processing/have access to the collected personal data? 

• Student (student project) 

Will the collected personal data be transferred/made available to a third country or 

international organisation outside the EU/EEA? 

No 
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Information Security 

Will directly identifiable data be stored separately from the rest of the collected 

data (e.g. in a scrambling key)? 

Yes 

Which technical and practical measures will be used to secure the personal data? 

• Personal data will be anonymized as soon as no longer needed 

 

Duration of processing 

Project period 

01.07.2020 - 15.05.2021 

Will personal data be stored after the end of the project?  

No, the collected data will be stored in an anonymous form. 

Which anonymization measures will be taken? 

• The identification key will be deleted 

Will the data subjects be identifiable (directly or indirectly) in the 

thesis/publications from the project? 

No 

 

Additional information 
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Appendix II:  

Data Management & Analysis Code 
 

R Code  

######################################################################## 

## TALIS 2018 Data Analysis 

## Multigroup Multilevel Structural Equation Modelling  

## Metric invariance across countries and levels via using 

## doubly manifest and manifest-latent approaches 

######################################################################## 

 

## Install relevant R packages 

# install.packages("MplusAutomation") 

 

## Load relevant packages  

library(“MplusAutomation”)  

 

## Working directory 

getwd() 

 

######################################################################## 

## MODEL ESTIMATION 

######################################################################## 

 

# Create the input files 

createModels("Multigroup-MSEM-template.txt") 

 

# Run the input files 

runModels(target = getwd(), recursive = TRUE, replaceOutfile = "never") 

 

# Read the model results 

MSEM.models <- readModels(target = getwd(), recursive = TRUE, what = "all") 
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Mplus Syntax 

[[init]] 
iterators = model; 
model = 1:4; 
DirNames#model = Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4; 
filename = "[[DirNames#model]]_AGE_INNOV.inp"; 
outputDirectory = "Mplus_files/Model[[model]]"; 
[[/init]] 
 
TITLE: 
     TALIS 2018 Data  
     Teacher age effects on Teacher Innovativeness - Model [[model]] 
     [[model == 1]]MSEM Doubly Manifest Predictor; [[/model == 1]] 
     [[model == 2]]MSEM Manifest Latent Predictor; [[/model == 2]]   
     [[model == 3]]MSEM Doubly Manifest Predictor with control variables; [[/model == 3]] 
     [[model == 4]]MSEM Manifest Latent Predictor with control variables; [[/model == 4]] 
 
DATA: 
      file = "TALIS_2018.dat"; 
 
VARIABLE:  
 NAMES = IDCNTRY SCHOOLID TEACHID SCHWGT TCHWGT  
  Gender Age T32a T32b T32c T32d TEAM; 
  
 USEVARIABLES =  T32a T32b T32c T32d  
 [[model == 1]] Age SAge; [[/model == 1]] 
 [[model == 2]] Age;      [[/model == 2]] 
 [[model == 3]] Gender Age SAge; [[/model == 3]] 
 [[model == 4]] Gender Age;      [[/model == 4]] 
 
 [[model == 1]] WITHIN = Age; [[/model == 1]] 
 [[model == 3]] WITHIN = Gender Age; [[/model == 3]] 
 [[model == 4]]WITHIN = Gender;     [[/model == 4]] 
 [[model != 2]]! Strict L1 variables [[/model != 2]] 
 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]] BETWEEN = SAge; 
 ! Strict L2 variables  [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 
 IDVARIABLE = TEACHID; 
   ! Unqiue teacher ID variable 
 
 MISSING = .; 
 ! All missing are coded as . 
   
 WEIGHT = TCHWGT; 
 ! Teacher weight (L1) 
  
 WTSCALE = cluster; 
 ! Scale the L1 weight to the cluster size 
  
 BWEIGHT = SCHWGT; 
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 ! School weight (L2) 
  
 BWTSCALE = sample; 
 ! Scale the L2 weight to the sample 
 
 CLUSTER = SCHOOLID; 
 ! Clustering of the teacher data in schools 
 ! Unique school ID 
 
 GROUPING = IDCNTRY (   36=AUS  40=AUT  56=BEL  76=BRA 100=BGR 
               152=CHL 158=TWN 170=COL 191=HRV 196=CYP 
         203=CZE 208=DNK 233=EST 246=FIN 250=FRA 
         268=GEO 352=ISL 348=HUN 376=ISR 380=ITA  
    392=JPN 398=KAZ 410=KOR 428=LVA 440=LTU 
    470=MLT 484=MEX 528=NLD 554=NZL 578=NOR  
    620=PRT 643=RUS 682=SAU 702=SGP 703=SVK  
    704=VNM 705=SVN 710=ZAF 724=ESP 752=SWE 
    784=ARE 792=TUR 840=USA 926=ENG 9134=CAN 
    9642=ROU 32001=ARG 156001=CHN); 
 ! Country grouping variable 
 
 
 
[[model < 4]][[model != 2]]DEFINE:  
   ! New variables indicating School-Average teacher age 
     SAge = CLUSTER_MEAN(Age); 
 CENTER Age (GROUPMEAN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 
ANALYSIS: 
 TYPE = TWOLEVEL; 
 ESTIMATOR = MLR; 
 PROCESSORS = 8(STARTS);   
 H1ITERATIONS = 10000; 
     
MODEL:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Measurement model 
 INNOVw BY 
  T32a  
  T32b(L2) 
  T32c(L3)  
  T32d(L4); 
  
 ! Structural model 
 ! L1 construct 
 INNOVw ON Age; 
 [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age; 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw; 
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 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
  
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Measurement models  
 INNOVb BY 
  T32a  
  T32b(L2) 
  T32c(L3)  
  T32d(L4); 
 
 ! Structural model 
 ! Outcomes variable  
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge; [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age;  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge; [[/model != 2]][[ /model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age;  [[/model != 3]][[ /model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb; 
 
 
 
MODEL AUS:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_AUS); 
 [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_AUS); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_AUS); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
  
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_AUS); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_AUS);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_AUS); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_AUS);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_AUS); 
 
MODEL AUT: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_AUT); 
 [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
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 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_AUT); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_AUT); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ AUT); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ AUT);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ AUT); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ AUT);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_AUT); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0]; 
 
MODEL BEL:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_BEL); 
 [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_BEL); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_BEL); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ BEL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ BEL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ BEL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ BEL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_BEL); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0]; 
 
MODEL BRA: 
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 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_BRA); 
 [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_BRA); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_BRA); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ BRA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ BRA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ BRA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ BRA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_BRA); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0]; 
 
MODEL BGR: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_BGR); 
 [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_BGR); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_BGR); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ BGR); [[/model != 2]][[ /model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ BGR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ BGR); [[/model != 2]][[ /model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ BGR);  [[/model != 3]][[ /model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_BGR); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
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 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0]; 
      
MODEL CHL: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_CHL); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_CHL); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_CHL); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ CHL); [[/model != 2]][[ /model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ CHL);  [[/model != 3]][[ /model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ CHL); [[/model != 2]][[ /model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ CHL);  [[/model != 3]][[ /model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_CHL); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];  
 
MODEL TWN:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_TWN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_TWN); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_TWN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ TWN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ TWN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
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 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ TWN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ TWN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_TWN); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];  
 
MODEL COL: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_COL); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_COL); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_COL); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ COL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ COL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ COL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ COL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_COL); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL HRV: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_HRV); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_HRV); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_HRV); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
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 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ HRV); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ HRV);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ HRV); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ HRV);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_HRV); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
 
MODEL CYP: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_CYP); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_CYP); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_CYP); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ CYP); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ CYP);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ CYP); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ CYP);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_CYP); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL CZE: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_CZE); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
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 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_CZE); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_CZE); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ CZE); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ CZE);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ CZE); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ CZE);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_CZE); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
 
MODEL DNK: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_DNK); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_DNK); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_DNK); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ DNK); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ DNK);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ DNK); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ DNK);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_DNK); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
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MODEL EST: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_EST); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_EST); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_EST); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ EST); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ EST);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ EST); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ EST);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_EST); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
 
MODEL FIN: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_FIN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_FIN); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_FIN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ FIN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ FIN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ FIN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ FIN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_FIN); 
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 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL FRA: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_FRA); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_FRA); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_FRA); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ FRA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ FRA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ FRA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ FRA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_FRA); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL GEO: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_GEO); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_GEO); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_GEO); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ GEO); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ GEO);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
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 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ GEO); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ GEO);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_GEO); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
 
MODEL ISL: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ISL); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ISL); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ISL); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ISL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ISL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ISL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ISL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ISL); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
 
MODEL HUN: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_HUN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_HUN); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_HUN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
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 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ HUN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ HUN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ HUN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ HUN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_HUN); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ISR: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ISR); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ISR); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ISR); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ISR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ISR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ISR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ISR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ISR); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ITA: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ITA); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
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 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ITA); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ITA); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ITA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ITA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ITA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ITA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ITA); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL JPN: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_JPN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_JPN); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_JPN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ JPN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ JPN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ JPN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ JPN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_JPN); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
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MODEL KAZ: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_KAZ); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_KAZ); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_KAZ); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ KAZ); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ KAZ);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ KAZ); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ KAZ);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_KAZ); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL KOR: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_KOR); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_KOR); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_KOR); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ KOR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ KOR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ KOR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ KOR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_KOR); 
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 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL LVA: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_LVA); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_LVA); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_LVA); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ LVA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ LVA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ LVA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ LVA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_LVA); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL LTU: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_LTU); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_LTU); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_LTU); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ LTU); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
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 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ LTU);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ LTU); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ LTU);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_LTU); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL MLT: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_MLT); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_MLT); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_MLT); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ MLT); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ MLT);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ MLT); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ MLT);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_MLT); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];    
 
MODEL MEX: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_MEX); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_MEX); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_MEX); 
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 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ MEX); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ MEX);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ MEX); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ MEX);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_MEX); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL NLD: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_NLD); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_NLD); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_NLD); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ NLD); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ NLD);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ NLD); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ NLD);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_NLD); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL NZL: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_NZL); 
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  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_NZL); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_NZL); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ NZL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ NZL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ NZL); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ NZL);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_NZL); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL NOR: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_NOR); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_NOR); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_NOR); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ NOR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ NOR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ NOR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ NOR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_NOR); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
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 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL PRT: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_PRT); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_PRT); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_PRT); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ PRT); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ PRT);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ PRT); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ PRT);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_PRT); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL RUS: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_RUS); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_RUS); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_RUS); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ RUS); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ RUS);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ RUS); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ RUS);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
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 INNOVb (BTheta_RUS); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL SAU: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_SAU); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_SAU); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_SAU); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ SAU); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ SAU);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ SAU); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ SAU);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_SAU); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL SGP: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_SGP); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_SGP); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_SGP); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
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 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ SGP); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ SGP);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ SGP); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ SGP);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_SGP); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL SVK: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_SVK); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_SVK); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_SVK); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ SVK); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ SVK);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ SVK); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ SVK);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_SVK); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL VNM: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_VNM); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_VNM); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
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 INNOVw (WTheta_VNM); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ VNM); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ VNM);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ VNM); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ VNM);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_VNM); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL SVN: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_SVN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_SVN); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_SVN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ SVN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ SVN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ SVN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ SVN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_SVN); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ZAF:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
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 INNOVw ON Age (W_ZAF); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ZAF); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ZAF); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ZAF); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ZAF);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ZAF); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ZAF);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ZAF); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ESP:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ESP); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ESP); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ESP); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ESP); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ESP);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ESP); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ESP);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ESP); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
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 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL SWE: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_SWE); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_SWE); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_SWE); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ SWE); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ SWE);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ SWE); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ SWE);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_SWE); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ARE:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ARE); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ARE); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ARE); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ARE); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ARE);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ARE); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ARE);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
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 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ARE); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL TUR:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_TUR); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_TUR); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_TUR); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ TUR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ TUR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ TUR); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ TUR);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_TUR); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL USA:  
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_USA); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_USA); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_USA); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
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 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ USA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ USA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ USA); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ USA);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_USA); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ENG: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ENG); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ENG); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ENG); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ENG); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ENG);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ENG); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ENG);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ENG); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL CAN: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_CAN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_CAN); 
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 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_CAN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ CAN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ CAN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ CAN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ CAN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_CAN); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ROU: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ROU); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ROU); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ROU); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ROU); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ROU);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ROU); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ROU);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ROU); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL ARG: 
 %WITHIN% 
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 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_ARG); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_ARG); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_ARG); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ ARG); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ ARG);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ ARG); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ ARG);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_ARG); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
  
 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];   
 
MODEL CHN: 
 %WITHIN% 
 ! Structural model 
 INNOVw ON Age (W_CHN); 
  [[model > 2]]! Control variables 
 INNOVw ON Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 Age (WPsi_CHN); 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVw (WTheta_CHN); 
 [[model > 2]]! Possible covariance between predictor and control variables 
 Age WITH Gender;[[/model > 2]] 
   
 %BETWEEN% 
 ! Structural model 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]INNOVb ON SAge (B_ CHN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]INNOVb ON Age (B_ CHN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the predictor 
 [[model < 4]][[model != 2]]SAge (BPsi_ CHN); [[/model != 2]][[/model < 4]] 
 [[model > 1]][[model != 3]]Age (BPsi_ CHN);  [[/model != 3]][[/model > 1]] 
 ! Variance of the outcome 
 INNOVb (BTheta_CHN); 
  
 ! Freely estimate the item intercepts at L2 
 [T32a-T32d*]; 
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 ! Constrain the factor means to identify the mean structure 
 [INNOVb@0];  
 
 
MODEL CONSTRAINT: 
   new(cont_AUS cont_AUT cont_BEL cont_BRA cont_BGR 
     cont_CHL cont_TWN cont_COL cont_HRV cont_CYP 
      cont_CZE cont_DNK cont_EST cont_FIN cont_FRA 
     cont_GEO cont_ISL cont_HUN cont_ISR cont_ITA 
     cont_JPN cont_KAZ cont_KOR cont_LVA cont_LTU 
      cont_MLT cont_MEX cont_NLD cont_NZL cont_NOR 
     cont_PRT cont_RUS cont_SAU cont_SGP cont_SVK 
     cont_VNM cont_SVN cont_ZAF cont_ESP cont_SWE 
     cont_ARE cont_TUR cont_USA cont_ENG cont_CAN 
     cont_ROU cont_ARG cont_CHN 
     es2_AUS es2_AUT es2_BEL es2_BRA es2_BGR 
     es2_CHL es2_TWN es2_COL es2_HRV es2_CYP 
      es2_CZE es2_DNK es2_EST es2_FIN es2_FRA 
     es2_GEO es2_ISL es2_HUN es2_ISR es2_ITA 
     es2_JPN es2_KAZ es2_KOR es2_LVA es2_LTU 
      es2_MLT es2_MEX es2_NLD es2_NZL es2_NOR 
     es2_PRT es2_RUS es2_SAU es2_SGP es2_SVK 
     es2_VNM es2_SVN es2_ZAF es2_ESP es2_SWE 
     es2_ARE es2_TUR es2_USA es2_ENG es2_CAN 
     es2_ROU es2_ARG es2_CHN); 
  
 !Estimate Contextual Effect 
 cont_AUS = B_AUS - W_AUS; 
 cont_AUT = B_AUT - W_AUT; 
 cont_BEL = B_BEL - W_BEL; 
 cont_BRA = B_BRA - W_BRA; 
 cont_BGR = B_BGR - W_BGR; 
 cont_CHL = B_CHL - W_CHL; 
 cont_TWN = B_TWN - W_TWN; 
 cont_COL = B_COL - W_COL; 
 cont_HRV = B_HRV - W_HRV; 
 cont_CYP = B_CYP - W_CYP; 
 cont_CZE = B_CZE - W_CZE; 
 cont_DNK = B_DNK - W_DNK; 
 cont_EST = B_EST - W_EST; 
 cont_FIN = B_FIN - W_FIN; 
 cont_FRA = B_FRA - W_FRA; 
 cont_GEO = B_GEO - W_GEO; 
 cont_ISL = B_ISL - W_ISL; 
 cont_HUN = B_HUN - W_HUN; 
 cont_ISR = B_ISR - W_ISR; 
 cont_ITA = B_ITA - W_ITA; 
 cont_JPN = B_JPN - W_JPN; 
 cont_KAZ = B_KAZ - W_KAZ; 
 cont_KOR = B_KOR - W_KOR; 
 cont_LVA = B_LVA - W_LVA; 
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 cont_LTU = B_LTU - W_LTU; 
 cont_MLT = B_MLT - W_MLT; 
 cont_MEX = B_MEX - W_MEX; 
 cont_NLD = B_NLD - W_NLD; 
 cont_NZL = B_NZL - W_NZL; 
 cont_NOR = B_NOR - W_NOR; 
 cont_PRT = B_PRT - W_PRT; 
 cont_RUS = B_RUS - W_RUS; 
 cont_SAU = B_SAU - W_SAU; 
 cont_SGP = B_SGP - W_SGP; 
 cont_SVK = B_SVK - W_SVK; 
 cont_VNM = B_VNM - W_VNM; 
 cont_SVN = B_SVN - W_SVN; 
 cont_ZAF = B_ZAF - W_ZAF; 
 cont_ESP = B_ESP - W_ESP; 
 cont_SWE = B_SWE - W_SWE; 
 cont_ARE = B_ARE - W_ARE; 
 cont_TUR = B_TUR - W_TUR; 
 cont_USA = B_USA - W_USA; 
 cont_ENG = B_ENG - W_ENG; 
 cont_CAN = B_CAN - W_CAN; 
 cont_ROU = B_ROU - W_ROU; 
 cont_ARG = B_ARG - W_ARG; 
 cont_CHN = B_CHN - W_CHN; 
 
 es2_AUS = cont_AUS*(2*sqrt(BPsi_AUS)/sqrt(WPsi_AUS*W_AUS**2+WTheta_AUS)); 
 es2_AUT = cont_AUT*(2*sqrt(BPsi_AUT)/sqrt(WPsi_AUT*W_AUT**2+WTheta_AUT)); 
 es2_BEL = cont_BEL*(2*sqrt(BPsi_BEL)/sqrt(WPsi_BEL*W_BEL**2+WTheta_BEL)); 
 es2_BRA = cont_BRA*(2*sqrt(BPsi_BRA)/sqrt(WPsi_BRA*W_BRA**2+WTheta_BRA)); 
 es2_BGR = cont_BGR*(2*sqrt(BPsi_BGR)/sqrt(WPsi_BGR*W_BGR**2+WTheta_BGR)); 
 es2_CHL = cont_CHL*(2*sqrt(BPsi_CHL)/sqrt(WPsi_CHL*W_CHL**2+WTheta_CHL)); 
 es2_TWN = cont_TWN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_TWN)/sqrt(WPsi_TWN*W_TWN**2+WTheta_TWN)); 
 es2_COL = cont_COL*(2*sqrt(BPsi_COL)/sqrt(WPsi_COL*W_COL**2+WTheta_COL)); 
 es2_HRV = cont_HRV*(2*sqrt(BPsi_HRV)/sqrt(WPsi_HRV*W_HRV**2+WTheta_HRV)); 
 es2_CYP = cont_CYP*(2*sqrt(BPsi_CYP)/sqrt(WPsi_CYP*W_CYP**2+WTheta_CYP)); 
 es2_CZE = cont_CZE*(2*sqrt(BPsi_CZE)/sqrt(WPsi_CZE*W_CZE**2+WTheta_CZE)); 
 es2_DNK = cont_DNK*(2*sqrt(BPsi_DNK)/sqrt(WPsi_DNK*W_DNK**2+WTheta_DNK)); 
 es2_EST = cont_EST*(2*sqrt(BPsi_EST)/sqrt(WPsi_EST*W_EST**2+WTheta_EST)); 
 es2_FIN = cont_FIN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_FIN)/sqrt(WPsi_FIN*W_FIN**2+WTheta_FIN)); 
 es2_FRA = cont_FRA*(2*sqrt(BPsi_FRA)/sqrt(WPsi_FRA*W_FRA**2+WTheta_FRA)); 
 es2_GEO = cont_GEO*(2*sqrt(BPsi_GEO)/sqrt(WPsi_GEO*W_GEO**2+WTheta_GEO)); 
 es2_ISL = cont_ISL*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ISL)/sqrt(WPsi_ISL*W_ISL**2+WTheta_ISL)); 
 es2_HUN = cont_HUN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_HUN)/sqrt(WPsi_HUN*W_HUN**2+WTheta_HUN)); 
 es2_ISR = cont_ISR*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ISR)/sqrt(WPsi_ISR*W_ISR**2+WTheta_ISR)); 
 es2_ITA = cont_ITA*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ITA)/sqrt(WPsi_ITA*W_ITA**2+WTheta_ITA)); 
 es2_JPN = cont_JPN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_JPN)/sqrt(WPsi_JPN*W_JPN**2+WTheta_JPN)); 
 es2_KAZ = cont_KAZ*(2*sqrt(BPsi_KAZ)/sqrt(WPsi_KAZ*W_KAZ**2+WTheta_KAZ)); 
 es2_KOR = cont_KOR*(2*sqrt(BPsi_KOR)/sqrt(WPsi_KOR*W_KOR**2+WTheta_KOR)); 
 es2_LVA = cont_LVA*(2*sqrt(BPsi_LVA)/sqrt(WPsi_LVA*W_LVA**2+WTheta_LVA)); 
 es2_LTU = cont_LTU*(2*sqrt(BPsi_LTU)/sqrt(WPsi_LTU*W_LTU**2+WTheta_LTU)); 
 es2_MLT = cont_MLT*(2*sqrt(BPsi_MLT)/sqrt(WPsi_MLT*W_MLT**2+WTheta_MLT)); 
 es2_MEX = cont_MEX*(2*sqrt(BPsi_MEX)/sqrt(WPsi_MEX*W_MEX**2+WTheta_MEX)); 
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 es2_NLD = cont_NLD*(2*sqrt(BPsi_NLD)/sqrt(WPsi_NLD*W_NLD**2+WTheta_NLD)); 
 es2_NZL = cont_NZL*(2*sqrt(BPsi_NZL)/sqrt(WPsi_NZL*W_NZL**2+WTheta_NZL)); 
 es2_NOR = cont_NOR*(2*sqrt(BPsi_NOR)/sqrt(WPsi_NOR*W_NOR**2+WTheta_NOR)); 
 es2_PRT = cont_PRT*(2*sqrt(BPsi_PRT)/sqrt(WPsi_PRT*W_PRT**2+WTheta_PRT)); 
 es2_RUS = cont_RUS*(2*sqrt(BPsi_RUS)/sqrt(WPsi_RUS*W_RUS**2+WTheta_RUS)); 
 es2_SAU = cont_SAU*(2*sqrt(BPsi_SAU)/sqrt(WPsi_SAU*W_SAU**2+WTheta_SAU)); 
 es2_SGP = cont_SGP*(2*sqrt(BPsi_SGP)/sqrt(WPsi_SGP*W_SGP**2+WTheta_SGP)); 
 es2_SVK = cont_SVK*(2*sqrt(BPsi_SVK)/sqrt(WPsi_SVK*W_SVK**2+WTheta_SVK)); 
 es2_VNM = cont_VNM*(2*sqrt(BPsi_VNM)/sqrt(WPsi_VNM*W_VNM**2+WTheta_VNM)); 
 es2_SVN = cont_SVN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_SVN)/sqrt(WPsi_SVN*W_SVN**2+WTheta_SVN)); 
 es2_ZAF = cont_ZAF*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ZAF)/sqrt(WPsi_ZAF*W_ZAF**2+WTheta_ZAF)); 
 es2_ESP = cont_ESP*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ESP)/sqrt(WPsi_ESP*W_ESP**2+WTheta_ESP)); 
 es2_SWE = cont_SWE*(2*sqrt(BPsi_SWE)/sqrt(WPsi_SWE*W_SWE**2+WTheta_SWE)); 
 es2_ARE = cont_ARE*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ARE)/sqrt(WPsi_ARE*W_ARE**2+WTheta_ARE)); 
 es2_TUR = cont_TUR*(2*sqrt(BPsi_TUR)/sqrt(WPsi_TUR*W_TUR**2+WTheta_TUR)); 
 es2_USA = cont_USA*(2*sqrt(BPsi_USA)/sqrt(WPsi_USA*W_USA**2+WTheta_USA)); 
 es2_ENG = cont_ENG*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ENG)/sqrt(WPsi_ENG*W_ENG**2+WTheta_ENG)); 
 es2_CAN = cont_CAN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_CAN)/sqrt(WPsi_CAN*W_CAN**2+WTheta_CAN)); 
 es2_ROU = cont_ROU*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ROU)/sqrt(WPsi_ROU*W_ROU**2+WTheta_ROU)); 
 es2_ARG = cont_ARG*(2*sqrt(BPsi_ARG)/sqrt(WPsi_ARG*W_ARG**2+WTheta_ARG)); 
 es2_CHN = cont_CHN*(2*sqrt(BPsi_CHN)/sqrt(WPsi_CHN*W_CHN**2+WTheta_CHN)); 
 
OUTPUT: 
   STDYX;  ! Fully standardized solution 
 TECH1;  ! Overview of model parameters  
 TECH3;  ! Parameter covariance structure 
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Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrices 

The following tables show the teacher- and school-level descriptive statistics and 

the correlation matrices for the 48 participant countries. Correlations and descriptive 

statistics are weighted. Estimates for Teacher Innovativenness (TEAM) are based on 

factor scores of the scales. 

Table S1 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Australia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.41 0.11   

2. AGE 41.89 0.50 0.17**  

3. GENDER 0.38 0.01 -0.04 -0.04 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.38 0.10   

2. AGE 41.50 0.50 -0.08  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S2 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Austria)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.51 0.07   

2. AGE 45.30 0.30 0.05  

3. GENDER 0.28 0.01 -0.08** -0.04** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.62 0.11   

2. AGE 44.80 0.52 -0.28  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S3 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Belgium)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 10.55 0.05   

2. AGE 39.64 0.22 0.05**  

3. GENDER 0.31 0.01 -0.02 0 

School Level 

1. TEAM 10.59 0.05   

2. AGE 39.64 0.23 -0.19**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S4 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Brazil)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.83 0.08   

2. AGE 41.89 0.34 0.11**  

3. GENDER 0.31 0.01 -0.08** 0 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.81 0.08   

2. AGE 41.50 0.35 -0.02  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S5 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Bulgaria)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.04 0.06   

2. AGE 48.93 0.28 0.11**  

3. GENDER 0.20 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.02 0.07   

2. AGE 48.59 0.34 -0.1  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S6 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Chile)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.59 0.09   

2. AGE 40.44 0.39 0.14**  

3. GENDER 0.35 0.01 -0.05** -0.04 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.62 0.09   

2. AGE 40.67 0.40 -0.04  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S7 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Taiwan)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.11 0.05   

2. AGE 41.00 0.22 0.06**  

3. GENDER 0.33 0.01 0 0.07** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.13 0.05   

2. AGE 40.91 0.23 -0.23**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S8 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Colombia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.94 0.10   

2. AGE 43.87 0.56 0.07  

3. GENDER 0.45 0.02 -0.05 -0.05** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.03 0.13   

2. AGE 43.09 0.59 -0.06  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S9 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Croatia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 10.99 0.08   

2. AGE 41.89 0.32 0.03  

3. GENDER 0.22 0.01 0.01 0 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.03 0.08   

2. AGE 41.70 0.32 -0.18  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S10 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Cyprus)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 10.72 0.06   

2. AGE 44.53 0.65 0.05  

3. GENDER 0.27 0.01 -0.04 0.08** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 10.73 0.06   

2. AGE 44.54 0.62 -0.22**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S11 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Czech Republic)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 10.87 0.05   

2. AGE 45.09 0.24 0.17**  

3. GENDER 0.23 0.01 -0.04** -0.09** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 10.94 0.06   

2. AGE 44.97 0.26 -0.12  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S12 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Denmark)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.52 0.06   

2. AGE 44.20 0.33 0.1**  

3. GENDER 0.40 0.01 -0.09** -0.04 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.57 0.09   

2. AGE 43.77 0.45 -0.14  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S13 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Estonia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.32 0.05   

2. AGE 49.14 0.27 0.18**  

3. GENDER 0.16 0.01 -0.01 -0.09** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.30 0.05   

2. AGE 49.58 0.29 -0.22**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S14 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Finland)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.06 0.06   

2. AGE 44.98 0.23 0.1**  

3. GENDER 0.30 0.01 -0.03 -0.01 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.06 0.06   

2. AGE 45.02 0.24 -0.28**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S15 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(France)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.07 0.06   

2. AGE 42.93 0.29 0.07**  

3. GENDER 0.35 0.01 -0.06** -0.02 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.06 0.06   

2. AGE 42.61 0.33 -0.13  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S16 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Georgia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.36 0.05   

2. AGE 50.38 0.32 0.04  

3. GENDER 0.18 0.01 -0.05** 0.07** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.35 0.05   

2. AGE 50.15 0.34 -0.12  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S17 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Hungary)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.84 0.06   

2. AGE 47.56 0.23 0.06**  

3. GENDER 0.21 0.01 -0.06** -0.02 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.87 0.07   

2. AGE 47.44 0.28 -0.21**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S18 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Iceland)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.54 0.08   

2. AGE 46.10 0.37 0.14**  

3. GENDER 0.27 0.01 -0.08** -0.05 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.76 0.10   

2. AGE 45.79 0.45 -0.09  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S19 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Israel)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.32 0.08   

2. AGE 41.88 0.41 0.03  

3. GENDER 0.26 0.02 0 0.08** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.39 0.09   

2. AGE 41.58 0.45 -0.35**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S20 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level (Italy)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.05 0.06   

2. AGE 48.27 0.28 0.01  

3. GENDER 0.22 0.01 -0.03 -0.02 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.11 0.06   

2. AGE 47.97 0.29 -0.3**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S21 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Japan)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.21 0.07   

2. AGE 42.22 0.28 0.04**  

3. GENDER 0.57 0.01 -0.06** -0.03 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.26 0.07   

2. AGE 42.76 0.33 -0.05  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S22 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Kazakhstan)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.10 0.04   

2. AGE 40.83 0.28 0.08**  

3. GENDER 0.26 0.01 -0.05** -0.08** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.11 0.04   

2. AGE 40.62 0.31 0.07  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S23 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Korea)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.41 0.07   

2. AGE 43.51 0.34 0.15**  

3. GENDER 0.33 0.02 -0.01 0.09** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.41 0.08   

2. AGE 44.02 0.37 0.09  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S24 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Latvia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.03 0.10   

2. AGE 48.55 0.37 0.2**  

3. GENDER 0.11 0.01 -0.05 -0.08** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.05 0.13   

2. AGE 48.67 0.38 0.23**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S25 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Lithuania)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.03 0.05   

2. AGE 49.65 0.31 0.17**  

3. GENDER 0.15 0.01 -0.03 0 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.06 0.05   

2. AGE 49.46 0.31 -0.09  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S26 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Malta)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.18 0.06   

2. AGE 36.86 0.38 0.07**  

3. GENDER 0.31 0.02 -0.02 0.17** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.26 0.08   

2. AGE 36.87 0.46 -0.07  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S27 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Mexico)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.77 0.08   

2. AGE 41.43 0.34 0.09**  

3. GENDER 0.44 0.01 0.03 0.1** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.87 0.09   

2. AGE 40.67 0.41 -0.17**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S28 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Netherlands)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 10.70 0.10   

2. AGE 43.20 0.56 0.04  

3. GENDER 0.47 0.02 -0.09** 0.12** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 10.69 0.10   

2. AGE 43.21 0.51 -0.29**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S29 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level (New 

Zealand)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.38 0.10   

2. AGE 44.43 0.38 0.16**  

3. GENDER 0.31 0.02 -0.02 0 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.50 0.35   

2. AGE 45.66 1.13 0.03  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S30 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Norway)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.62 0.05   

2. AGE 43.75 0.27 0  

3. GENDER 0.36 0.01 -0.06** 0.01 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.61 0.07   

2. AGE 44.21 0.38 -0.2**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S31 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Portugal)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 10.49 0.04   

2. AGE 48.30 0.26 0.06**  

3. GENDER 0.28 0.01 -0.03 0.01 

School Level 

1. TEAM 10.52 0.05   

2. AGE 48.02 0.28 -0.28**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S32 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Russia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.55 0.06   

2. AGE 46.29 0.35 0.13**  

3. GENDER 0.15 0.01 -0.03 -0.06** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.60 0.07   

2. AGE 46.39 0.41 -0.07  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S33 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Saudi Arabia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.16 0.07   

2. AGE 37.68 0.28 0.08**  

3. GENDER 0.48 0.04 -0.03 -0.09** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.13 0.08   

2. AGE 37.06 0.32 0.04  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S34 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Singapore)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.10 0.07   

2. AGE 37.88 0.27 0.14**  

3. GENDER 0.36 0.01 -0.01 0.08** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.09 0.08   

2. AGE 37.92 0.31 0.18  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S35 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Slovak Republic)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.46 0.05   

2. AGE 44.30 0.27 0.11**  

3. GENDER 0.18 0.01 -0.04** -0.11** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.52 0.06   

2. AGE 44.03 0.27 -0.22**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S36 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level  

(Viet Nam)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.66 0.06   

2. AGE 39.21 0.23 0.04  

3. GENDER 0.34 0.01 -0.04 0.12** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.62 0.07   

2. AGE 39.24 0.25 0.11  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S37 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Slovenia)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.62 0.06   

2. AGE 45.76 0.27 0.18**  

3. GENDER 0.21 0.01 -0.08** -0.02 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.65 0.07   

2. AGE 45.70 0.27 -0.06  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S38 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(South Africa)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.42 0.08   

2. AGE 42.69 0.43 0.04  

3. GENDER 0.41 0.02 -0.02 0.05 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.34 0.12   

2. AGE 43.36 0.54 -0.16  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S39 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Spain)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.30 0.06   

2. AGE 45.22 0.25 0.02  

3. GENDER 0.39 0.02 -0.09** 0 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.33 0.07   

2. AGE 45.02 0.28 -0.3**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S40 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Sweden)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.30 0.08   

2. AGE 45.53 0.30 0.02  

3. GENDER 0.35 0.01 -0.09** -0.06** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.32 0.08   

2. AGE 45.44 0.35 -0.27**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S41 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(United Arab Emirates)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.52 0.03   

2. AGE 39.53 0.17 0.1**  

3. GENDER 0.39 0.02 -0.01 0.16** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.51 0.03   

2. AGE 39.50 0.16 0.2**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S42 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Turkey)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.77 0.09   

2. AGE 34.92 0.35 0.07**  

3. GENDER 0.45 0.01 -0.02 0.16** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.83 0.11   

2. AGE 33.77 0.40 0.02  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S43 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(USA)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.34 0.08   

2. AGE 43.23 0.54 0.11**  

3. GENDER 0.35 0.01 -0.01 0.04 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.36 0.10   

2. AGE 44.01 0.83 0.14  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S44 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(England)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.21 0.06   

2. AGE 39.58 0.28 0.15**  

3. GENDER 0.37 0.02 -0.02 0.02 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.23 0.06   

2. AGE 39.41 0.28 -0.19  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S45 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Alberta [Canada])  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.80 0.13   

2. AGE 40.17 0.47 0.14**  

3. GENDER 0.37 0.02 0.02 0.01 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.28 0.30   

2. AGE 41.53 1.28 0.4**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S46 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Roumania)  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.20 0.07   

2. AGE 42.83 0.27 0.03  

3. GENDER 0.28 0.01 0.00 0.04 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.27 0.09   

2. AGE 42.10 0.29 -0.12  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 

Table S47 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Buenos Aires [Argentina])  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 11.61 0.06   

2. AGE 43.45 0.33 0.1**  

3. GENDER 0.31 0.01 -0.03 -0.06** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 11.67 0.06   

2. AGE 43.72 0.33 0.08  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Table S48 

Means, standard deviations, and correlations for the teacher and the school level 

(Shanghai [China])  

Variable M SD 1 2 

Teacher Level 

1. TEAM 12.23 0.05   

2. AGE 39.13 0.38 -0.05**  

3. GENDER 0.27 0.01 -0.01 0.11** 

School Level 

1. TEAM 12.23 0.05   

2. AGE 39.32 0.34 -0.28**  

Note. M and SD are used to represent mean and standard 

deviation, respectively.* indicates p < .05. ** indicates p < .001 
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Intraclass Correlations and Reliability Coefficients 

Table S49.  

Intraclass correlations 𝐼𝐶𝐶1 and 𝐼𝐶𝐶2 and level-specific reliability coefficients 

(McDonald’s 𝜔) for the scales representing team innovativeness (TEAM)  

Country ICC1 
Average 

cluster size 
ICC2 𝜔𝐿1 𝜔𝐿2 

Australia  0.137 14.103 0.691 0.876 0.988 

Austria  0.154 16.915 0.755 0.876 0.990 

Belgium  0.120 16.825 0.696 0.867 0.950 

Brazil  0.130 12.838 0.657 0.920 0.988 

Bulgaria  0.098 14.125 0.605 0.911 0.974 

Chile  0.128 10.860 0.615 0.905 0.989 

Chinese Taipei  0.071 19.065 0.593 0.914 0.990 

Colombia  0.100 15.357 0.630 0.916 0.980 

Croatia  0.109 17.521 0.682 0.919 0.990 

Cyprus  0.037 17.773 0.406 0.881 0.980 

Czech Republic 0.120 15.557 0.680 0.861 0.981 

Denmark  0.088 13.574 0.567 0.881 0.982 

Estonia  0.111 15.113 0.654 0.866 0.978 

Finland  0.130 19.007 0.740 0.864 0.975 

France  0.110 16.324 0.669 0.854 0.978 

Georgia  0.113 15.766 0.668 0.890 0.970 

Hungary  0.112 16.921 0.681 0.904 0.987 

Iceland  0.133 9.057 0.581 0.886 0.980 

Israel  0.149 13.744 0.706 0.888 0.972 

Italy  0.098 18.482 0.668 0.898 0.985 

Japan  0.188 17.903 0.806 0.885 0.993 

Kazakhstan  0.077 19.801 0.623 0.799 0.960 

South Korea  0.100 17.761 0.664 0.913 0.996 

Latvia  0.080 16.593 0.591 0.911 0.969 

Lithuania  0.062 19.185 0.559 0.886 0.966 

Malta  0.039 28.945 0.540 0.841 0.943 

Mexico  0.121 15.031 0.674 0.904 0.992 

The Netherlands  0.212 15.259 0.804 0.790 0.981 
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New Zealand  0.233 11.599 0.779 0.864 0.980 

Norway  0.207 21.535 0.849 0.782 0.959 

Portugal  0.053 17.955 0.501 0.894 0.979 

Russian Federation  0.123 17.365 0.709 0.849 0.982 

Saudi Arabia  0.080 13.793 0.545 0.904 0.988 

Singapore  0.102 19.219 0.686 0.892 0.991 

Slovak Republic  0.072 16.881 0.567 0.890 0.961 

Viet Nam  0.085 19.459 0.644 0.913 0.974 

Slovenia  0.083 15.538 0.584 0.895 0.981 

South Africa  0.107 11.700 0.584 0.844 0.950 

Spain  0.101 18.371 0.674 0.904 0.989 

Sweden  0.203 14.311 0.785 0.860 0.988 

United Arab Emirates  0.083 16.294 0.596 0.907 0.982 

Turkey  0.104 19.985 0.699 0.951 0.998 

United States of America  0.054 14.752 0.457 0.885 0.967 

England (United Kingdom) 0.095 14.664 0.606 0.870 0.975 

Alberta (Canada)  0.132 8.107 0.552 0.901 0.986 

Romania  0.074 18.231 0.593 0.934 0.994 

Buenos Aires (Argentina)  0.028 15.592 0.310 0.910 0.931 

Shanghai (China)  0.054 19.929 0.532 0.948 0.995 

TOTAL Sample 0.136 16.870 0.726 0.896 0.964 
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Country-specific coefficients 

Table S50 

L1 effect of teacher age on teacher’ perception of teacher innovativeness across 

countries 

Country 
Model 1   Model 2 

Estimate SE p-value   Estimate SE p-value 

Australia 0.195 0.030 0.000  0.197 0.031 0.000 

Austria 0.081 0.022 0.000  0.079 0.023 0.001 

Belgium 0.079 0.019 0.000  0.081 0.019 0.000 

Brazil 0.163 0.026 0.000  0.170 0.027 0.000 

Bulgaria 0.139 0.025 0.000  0.141 0.026 0.000 

Chile 0.171 0.030 0.000  0.179 0.031 0.000 

Taiwan 0.101 0.019 0.000  0.103 0.019 0.000 

Colombia 0.120 0.031 0.000  0.125 0.033 0.000 

Croatia 0.064 0.031 0.041  0.066 0.032 0.042 

Cyprus 0.117 0.025 0.000  0.121 0.026 0.000 

Czech Republic 0.223 0.022 0.000  0.230 0.023 0.000 

Denmark 0.135 0.026 0.000  0.140 0.027 0.000 

Estonia 0.247 0.020 0.000  0.253 0.020 0.000 

Finland 0.158 0.021 0.000  0.162 0.022 0.000 

France 0.107 0.024 0.000  0.110 0.025 0.000 

Georgia 0.063 0.023 0.006  0.065 0.024 0.006 

Hungary 0.105 0.024 0.000  0.108 0.025 0.000 

Iceland 0.193 0.031 0.000  0.204 0.033 0.000 

Israel 0.119 0.024 0.000  0.121 0.024 0.000 

Italy 0.052 0.021 0.012  0.053 0.021 0.014 

Japan 0.078 0.020 0.000  0.082 0.021 0.000 

Kazakhstan 0.096 0.020 0.000  0.099 0.021 0.000 

Korea 0.177 0.024 0.000  0.184 0.024 0.000 

Latvia 0.209 0.028 0.000  0.217 0.029 0.000 

Lithuania 0.205 0.018 0.000  0.210 0.019 0.000 

Malta 0.083 0.027 0.003  0.083 0.028 0.003 

Mexico 0.127 0.023 0.000  0.129 0.024 0.000 

Netherlands 0.120 0.035 0.001  0.125 0.037 0.001 

New Zealand 0.214 0.029 0.000  0.226 0.031 0.000 

Norway 0.062 0.022 0.005  0.067 0.023 0.003 

Portugal 0.106 0.021 0.000  0.108 0.022 0.000 

Russia 0.174 0.029 0.000  0.181 0.030 0.000 

Saudi Arabia 0.075 0.026 0.004  0.076 0.027 0.004 

Singapore 0.138 0.020 0.000  0.143 0.021 0.000 

Slovak Republic 0.161 0.020 0.000  0.166 0.020 0.000 
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Viet Nam 0.027 0.021 0.191  0.028 0.021 0.186 

Slovenia 0.206 0.023 0.000  0.211 0.024 0.000 

South Africa 0.070 0.032 0.030  0.068 0.034 0.043 

Spain 0.064 0.018 0.001  0.065 0.019 0.001 

Sweden 0.093 0.027 0.001  0.096 0.028 0.001 

United Arab Emirates 0.085 0.012 0.000  0.088 0.013 0.000 

Turkey 0.079 0.021 0.000  0.081 0.021 0.000 

USA 0.110 0.046 0.017  0.113 0.048 0.019 

England 0.190 0.038 0.000  0.194 0.040 0.000 

Alberta(Canada) 0.151 0.037 0.000  0.176 0.043 0.000 

Roumania 0.062 0.023 0.008  0.064 0.024 0.008 

Buenos Aires(Argentina) 0.101 0.025 0.000  0.104 0.026 0.000 

Shanghai(China) -0.016 0.022 0.466   -0.016 0.022 0.461 

TOTAL Sample 0.115 0.010 0.000   0.119 0.011 0.000 

Note. Effects are fully standardized. 

 

Table S51. 

Contextual effect of teacher age school composition on teacher’ perception of teacher 

innovativeness across countries 

Country 
Model 1   Model 2 

Estimate SE p-value   Estimate SE p-value 

Australia -0.200 0.156 0.200  -0.148 0.220 0.501 

Austria -0.318 0.189 0.093  -0.326 0.175 0.063 

Belgium -0.235 0.070 0.001  -0.307 0.100 0.002 

Brazil -0.231 0.086 0.007  -0.313 0.100 0.002 

Bulgaria -0.193 0.075 0.010  -0.224 0.111 0.044 

Chile -0.191 0.090 0.034  -0.262 0.121 0.031 

Taiwan -0.233 0.069 0.001  -0.304 0.088 0.001 

Colombia -0.250 0.097 0.010  -0.297 0.109 0.006 

Croatia -0.194 0.123 0.114  -0.248 0.156 0.112 

Cyprus -0.298 0.072 0.000  -0.330 0.075 0.000 

Czech Republic -0.283 0.075 0.000  -0.484 0.118 0.000 

Denmark -0.272 0.106 0.010  -0.390 0.138 0.005 

Estonia -0.346 0.066 0.000  -0.498 0.094 0.000 

Finland -0.412 0.081 0.000  -0.706 0.114 0.000 

France -0.219 0.074 0.003  -0.277 0.086 0.001 

Georgia -0.146 0.083 0.078  -0.203 0.107 0.057 

Hungary -0.320 0.113 0.005  -0.534 0.153 0.000 

Iceland -0.261 0.078 0.001  -0.441 0.108 0.000 

Israel -0.514 0.083 0.000  -0.583 0.091 0.000 

Italy -0.262 0.089 0.003  -0.322 0.108 0.003 

Japan -0.132 0.086 0.126  -0.359 0.137 0.009 
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Kazakhstan -0.019 0.057 0.737  -0.042 0.074 0.577 

Korea -0.123 0.079 0.121  -0.180 0.095 0.057 

Latvia 0.028 0.095 0.773  -0.007 0.114 0.953 

Lithuania -0.191 0.070 0.006  -0.238 0.088 0.007 

Malta -0.052 0.116 0.657  -0.045 0.141 0.749 

Mexico -0.247 0.090 0.006  -0.257 0.099 0.009 

Netherlands -0.437 0.142 0.002  -0.714 0.238 0.003 

New Zealand -0.243 0.216 0.261  -0.524 0.340 0.123 

Norway -0.363 0.110 0.001  -0.641 0.138 0.000 

Portugal -0.285 0.073 0.000  -0.308 0.079 0.000 

Russia -0.218 0.096 0.023  -0.487 0.150 0.001 

Saudi Arabia -0.028 0.075 0.711  -0.013 0.081 0.870 

Singapore 0.061 0.102 0.553  0.077 0.165 0.641 

Slovak Republic -0.287 0.062 0.000  -0.399 0.082 0.000 

Viet Nam 0.059 0.065 0.369  0.066 0.073 0.366 

Slovenia -0.176 0.077 0.023  -0.238 0.121 0.050 

South Africa -0.163 0.130 0.212  -0.153 0.141 0.276 

Spain -0.311 0.074 0.000  -0.375 0.082 0.000 

Sweden -0.413 0.110 0.000  -0.655 0.146 0.000 

United Arab Emirates 0.077 0.034 0.025  0.077 0.040 0.054 

Turkey -0.095 0.085 0.261  -0.099 0.086 0.248 

USA 0.022 0.089 0.809  0.035 0.111 0.752 

England -0.251 0.113 0.026  -0.373 0.166 0.024 

Alberta(Canada) 0.129 0.277 0.643  -0.203 0.254 0.425 

Roumania -0.132 0.068 0.054  -0.314 0.082 0.000 

Buenos Aires(Argentina) -0.020 0.061 0.738  -0.017 0.081 0.838 

Shanghai(China) -0.168 0.053 0.002   -0.198 0.062 0.001 

TOTAL Sample -0.251 0.031 0.000   -0.294 0.032 0.000 

Note. Cotextual effects are using effect size ES2. 
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Table S52 

L2 effect of teacher age on teacher innovativeness at school across countries 

Country 
Model 1   Model 2 

Estimate SE p-value   Estimate SE p-value 

Australia -0.064 0.196 0.744  -0.067 0.274 0.807 

Austria -0.288 0.185 0.120  -0.336 0.182 0.065 

Belgium -0.245 0.088 0.006  -0.369 0.129 0.004 

Brazil -0.078 0.106 0.458  -0.230 0.131 0.079 

Bulgaria -0.114 0.113 0.312  -0.250 0.172 0.145 

Chile -0.040 0.107 0.705  -0.202 0.151 0.181 

Taiwan -0.291 0.120 0.015  -0.455 0.158 0.004 

Colombia -0.150 0.126 0.235  -0.243 0.139 0.081 

Croatia -0.211 0.159 0.185  -0.305 0.201 0.129 

Cyprus -0.369 0.162 0.023  -0.477 0.172 0.005 

Czech Republic -0.165 0.096 0.086  -0.529 0.157 0.001 

Denmark -0.245 0.144 0.088  -0.515 0.194 0.008 

Estonia -0.233 0.086 0.007  -0.554 0.144 0.000 

Finland -0.408 0.086 0.000  -0.854 0.135 0.000 

France -0.180 0.093 0.052  -0.292 0.110 0.008 

Georgia -0.137 0.112 0.221  -0.236 0.144 0.102 

Hungary -0.257 0.101 0.011  -0.558 0.140 0.000 

Iceland -0.157 0.139 0.262  -0.560 0.204 0.006 

Israel -0.445 0.077 0.000  -0.556 0.086 0.000 

Italy -0.336 0.109 0.002  -0.439 0.136 0.001 

Japan -0.083 0.091 0.362  -0.344 0.146 0.019 

Kazakhstan 0.082 0.097 0.400  0.008 0.128 0.951 

Korea 0.054 0.110 0.625  -0.078 0.136 0.565 

Latvia 0.284 0.094 0.003  0.167 0.148 0.260 

Lithuania -0.097 0.116 0.403  -0.256 0.157 0.102 

Malta 0.022 0.273 0.934  -0.015 0.333 0.963 

Mexico -0.147 0.111 0.187  -0.206 0.125 0.101 

Netherlands -0.350 0.103 0.001  -0.649 0.180 0.000 

New Zealand 0.031 0.203 0.880  -0.392 0.274 0.153 

Norway -0.311 0.099 0.002  -0.600 0.107 0.000 

Portugal -0.351 0.115 0.002  -0.429 0.126 0.001 

Russia -0.133 0.123 0.278  -0.574 0.194 0.003 

Saudi Arabia 0.088 0.123 0.473  0.079 0.135 0.556 

Singapore 0.221 0.141 0.116  0.199 0.232 0.389 

Slovak Republic -0.309 0.097 0.001  -0.567 0.136 0.000 

Viet Nam 0.134 0.105 0.203  0.140 0.119 0.237 

Slovenia -0.062 0.118 0.600  -0.254 0.198 0.199 

South Africa -0.122 0.166 0.462  -0.147 0.182 0.420 

Spain -0.380 0.095 0.000  -0.494 0.108 0.000 
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Sweden -0.343 0.102 0.001  -0.603 0.130 0.000 

United Arab Emirates 0.263 0.053 0.000  0.242 0.062 0.000 

Turkey 0.034 0.115 0.767  0.009 0.117 0.939 

USA 0.275 0.197 0.162  0.203 0.228 0.373 

England -0.196 0.140 0.161  -0.466 0.207 0.025 

Alberta(Canada) 0.391 0.278 0.160  -0.162 0.344 0.637 

Roumania -0.161 0.122 0.187  -0.513 0.150 0.001 

Buenos Aires(Argentina) 0.170 0.157 0.278  0.127 0.217 0.559 

Shanghai(China) -0.380 0.097 0.000   -0.440 0.113 0.000 

TOTAL Sample -0.148 0.038 0.000   -0.236 0.040 0.000 

Note. Effects are fully standardized. 
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Meta-Analysis of Effects 

Install and load relevant R packages 

# Install R packages (if needed) 
# install.packages("metafor") 
 
# Load packages 
library(metafor) 
 
# Set seed for replicability 
set.seed(602) 

Methodological approach 

Contextual effects are derived from the multilevel structural equation model 

(MSEM) as the difference between the level-1 𝑏𝐿1and the level-2 effect 𝑏𝐿1: 𝐵 = 𝑏𝐿1 −

𝑏𝐿2. Given that the contextual effects are parameters derived from actual model 

parameters, their sampling variation depends on the sampling variation of 𝑏𝐿1 and 𝑏𝐿2. 

Consequently, ideally, synthesizing the context effect 𝐵 meta-analytically should also 

include synthesizing the level-1 and level-2 effects. This procedure is achieved by 

extracting from the MSEM output files (see tech3) the following elements for each 

TALIS 2018 participating country:  

• Level-1 effect 𝑏𝐿1 and the sampling variance 𝑣11  

• Level-2 effect 𝑏𝐿2 and the sampling variance 𝑣22  

• Contextual effect 𝐵 and the sampling variance 𝑣33 

However, in practice, the extracted covariance matrices are frequently not 

positive definite and cause non-convergence issues. Hence, to accommodate the meta-

analysis of the contextual effects, univariate meta-analyses were performed separately. 

Similarly, the indirect effects at level 1 were synthesized. 
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Effects of teacher age on teacher innovativeness (TEAM) in Model 1 & 2 

Data input 

## Data with effects from M1 and M2 
dataM1 = read.table("Data/Effects_Model1.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ";") 
dataM2 = read.table("Data/Effects_Model2.csv", header = TRUE, sep = ";") 
head(dataM1, 5) 

##   country code beta_w         v11 beta_b         v22 beta_c        v33 

## 1     AUS   36  0.009 1.42708e-06 -0.003 8.58599e-05 -0.200 0.02438410 

## 2     AUT   40  0.004 1.18547e-06 -0.015 8.41177e-05 -0.318 0.03588720 

## 3     BEL   56  0.004 8.92181e-07 -0.014 2.56315e-05 -0.235 0.00489721 

## 4     BRA   76  0.011 3.22529e-06 -0.004 2.54361e-05 -0.231 0.00736113 

## 5     BGR  100  0.008 1.94055e-06 -0.005 2.50772e-05 -0.193 0.00561380 

Level-1 effect 𝜷𝑳𝟏 in M1 

## Random-effects model 
REM1_beta_w = rma(yi = beta_w, vi = v11, method = "REML", data = dataM1) 
 
## Summarize the results 
summary(REM1_beta_w) 

##  

## Random-Effects Model (k = 48; tau^2 estimator: REML) 

##  

##    logLik   deviance        AIC        BIC       AICc  

##  205.4218  -410.8436  -406.8436  -403.1433  -406.5708    

##  

## tau^2 (estimated amount of total heterogeneity): 0.0000 (SE = 0.0000) 

## tau (square root of estimated tau^2 value):      0.0027 

## I^2 (total heterogeneity / total variability):   81.94% 

## H^2 (total variability / sampling variability):  5.54 

##  

## Test for Heterogeneity: 

## Q(df = 47) = 271.5764, p-val < .0001 

##  

## Model Results: 

##  

## estimate      se     zval    pval   ci.lb   ci.ub  

##   0.0068  0.0004  15.1748  <.0001  0.0059  0.0076  ***  

##  

## --- 

## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 

Level-1 effect 𝜷𝑳𝟏 in M2 

## Random-effects model 
REM2_beta_w = rma(yi = beta_w, vi = v11, method = "REML", data = dataM2) 
 
## Summarize the results 
summary(REM2_beta_w) 

##  

## Random-Effects Model (k = 48; tau^2 estimator: REML) 

##  
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##    logLik   deviance        AIC        BIC       AICc  

##  205.5834  -411.1667  -407.1667  -403.4664  -406.8940    

##  

## tau^2 (estimated amount of total heterogeneity): 0.0000 (SE = 0.0000) 

## tau (square root of estimated tau^2 value):      0.0027 

## I^2 (total heterogeneity / total variability):   81.69% 

## H^2 (total variability / sampling variability):  5.46 

##  

## Test for Heterogeneity: 

## Q(df = 47) = 266.9285, p-val < .0001 

##  

## Model Results: 

##  

## estimate      se     zval    pval   ci.lb   ci.ub  

##   0.0067  0.0004  15.0512  <.0001  0.0058  0.0075  ***  

##  

## --- 

## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 

Level-2 effect 𝜷𝑳𝟐 in M1 

## Random-effects model 
REM1_beta_b = rma(yi = beta_b, vi = v22, method = "REML", data = dataM1) 
 
## Summarize the results 
summary(REM1_beta_b) 

##  

## Random-Effects Model (k = 48; tau^2 estimator: REML) 

##  

##    logLik   deviance        AIC        BIC       AICc  

##  150.9394  -301.8789  -297.8789  -294.1786  -297.6062    

##  

## tau^2 (estimated amount of total heterogeneity): 0.0001 (SE = 0.0000) 

## tau (square root of estimated tau^2 value):      0.0079 

## I^2 (total heterogeneity / total variability):   70.93% 

## H^2 (total variability / sampling variability):  3.44 

##  

## Test for Heterogeneity: 

## Q(df = 47) = 185.6396, p-val < .0001 

##  

## Model Results: 

##  

## estimate      se     zval    pval    ci.lb    ci.ub  

##  -0.0063  0.0014  -4.4561  <.0001  -0.0090  -0.0035  ***  

##  

## --- 

## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 

Level-2 effect 𝜷𝑳𝟐 in M2 

## Random-effects model 
REM2_beta_b = rma(yi = beta_b, vi = v22, method = "REML", data = dataM2) 
 
## Summarize the results 
summary(REM2_beta_b) 
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##  

## Random-Effects Model (k = 48; tau^2 estimator: REML) 

##  

##    logLik   deviance        AIC        BIC       AICc  

##  114.4822  -228.9645  -224.9645  -221.2642  -224.6918    

##  

## tau^2 (estimated amount of total heterogeneity): 0.0002 (SE = 0.0001) 

## tau (square root of estimated tau^2 value):      0.0153 

## I^2 (total heterogeneity / total variability):   75.81% 

## H^2 (total variability / sampling variability):  4.13 

##  

## Test for Heterogeneity: 

## Q(df = 47) = 192.1335, p-val < .0001 

##  

## Model Results: 

##  

## estimate      se     zval    pval    ci.lb    ci.ub  

##  -0.0183  0.0028  -6.4702  <.0001  -0.0239  -0.0128  ***  

##  

## --- 

## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 

Contextual effect 𝑩 in M1 

## Random-effects model 
REM1_beta_c = rma(yi = beta_c, vi = v33, method = "REML", data = dataM1) 
 
## Summarize the results 
summary(REM1_beta_c) 

##  

## Random-Effects Model (k = 48; tau^2 estimator: REML) 

##  

##   logLik  deviance       AIC       BIC      AICc  

##  24.6145  -49.2290  -45.2290  -41.5287  -44.9562    

##  

## tau^2 (estimated amount of total heterogeneity): 0.0129 (SE = 0.0042) 

## tau (square root of estimated tau^2 value):      0.1134 

## I^2 (total heterogeneity / total variability):   66.89% 

## H^2 (total variability / sampling variability):  3.02 

##  

## Test for Heterogeneity: 

## Q(df = 47) = 168.7674, p-val < .0001 

##  

## Model Results: 

##  

## estimate      se     zval    pval    ci.lb    ci.ub  

##  -0.1917  0.0209  -9.1637  <.0001  -0.2327  -0.1507  ***  

##  

## --- 

## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
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Contextual effect 𝑩 in M2 

## Random-effects model 
REM2_beta_c = rma(yi = beta_c, vi = v33, method = "REML", data = dataM2) 
 
## Summarize the results 
summary(REM2_beta_c) 

##  

## Random-Effects Model (k = 48; tau^2 estimator: REML) 

##  

##   logLik  deviance       AIC       BIC      AICc  

##   7.8657  -15.7314  -11.7314   -8.0311  -11.4586    

##  

## tau^2 (estimated amount of total heterogeneity): 0.0279 (SE = 0.0084) 

## tau (square root of estimated tau^2 value):      0.1670 

## I^2 (total heterogeneity / total variability):   73.98% 

## H^2 (total variability / sampling variability):  3.84 

##  

## Test for Heterogeneity: 

## Q(df = 47) = 208.7944, p-val < .0001 

##  

## Model Results: 

##  

## estimate      se     zval    pval    ci.lb    ci.ub  

##  -0.2720  0.0294  -9.2443  <.0001  -0.3297  -0.2144  ***  

##  

## --- 

## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
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Relation between teacher age and training to perform innovative practices  

and use of new technology  

The TALIS 2018 data was used to test if teacher’s age and the training to 

perform teaching practices in innovative ways and use new technologies are related. A 

graphic inspection was applied, including the following measures: 

• Teacher age: Teacher’s responses (continuous variable) were aggregated by age. 

• Opportunities to Learn (OTL): 

The OTL’s was assessed by teachers rating dichotomies items following “Were the 

following elements included in your formal education or training?” and scored 0: 

No[0] and Yes[1]. Two items were selected as proxies of training: (1) the use of 

technology and (2) perform innovative teaching practices. The selected items were 

prompted in the TALIS Teacher Questionnaire as follow: 

(1)  Use of ICT (information and communication technology) for teaching 

(2)  Teaching cross-curricular skills (e.g., creativity, critical thinking, problem-

solving) 

The plots (Figures S1-S48) showed clearly higher levels of exposition to training 

in using new technologies and developing cross-curricular skills for younger teachers 

than their older counterparts. This pattern is even more notorious in OTL of cross-

curricular skills than in ICT. It is worth mentioning that there is an almost random 

dispersion in the average response for ages above 60 years.  Besides, the presence of 

teachers with 20 or fewer years raises concerns if they completed a formal education — 

a careful revision of the national educational frameworks is needed. Finally, the number 
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of teachers in the most extreme age groups ranged from one to five teachers.

 

FIGURE S1. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Australia 

 

FIGURE S2. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Austria 
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FIGURE S3. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Belgium 

 

FIGURE S4. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Brazil 
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FIGURE S5. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Bulgaria 

 

FIGURE S6. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Chile 
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FIGURE S7. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Taiwan 

 

FIGURE S8. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Colombia 
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FIGURE S9. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Croatia 

 

FIGURE S10. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Cyprus 
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FIGURE S11. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in the Czech 

Republic 

 

FIGURE S12. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Denmark 
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FIGURE S13. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Estonia 

 

FIGURE S14. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Finland 
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FIGURE S15. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in France 

 

FIGURE S16. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Georgia 
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FIGURE S17. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Hungary 

 

FIGURE S18. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Iceland 
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FIGURE S19. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Israel 

 

FIGURE S20. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Italy 
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FIGURE S21. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Japan 

 

FIGURE S22. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Kazakhstan 
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FIGURE S23. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Korea 

 

FIGURE S24. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Latvia 
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FIGURE S25. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Lithuania 

 

FIGURE S26. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Malta 
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FIGURE S27. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Mexico 

 

FIGURE S28. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in the 

Netherlands 
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FIGURE S29. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in New Zealand 

 

FIGURE S30. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Norway 
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FIGURE S31. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Portugal 

 

FIGURE S32. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Russia 
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FIGURE S33. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Saudi Arabia 

 

FIGURE S34. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Singapore 
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FIGURE S35. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in the Slovak 

Republic 

 

FIGURE S36. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Viet Nam 
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FIGURE S37. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Slovenia 

 

FIGURE S38. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in South Africa 
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FIGURE S39. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Spain 

 

FIGURE S40. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Sweden 
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FIGURE S41. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in the United 

Arab Emirates 

 

FIGURE S42. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Turkey 
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FIGURE S43. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in the USA 

 

FIGURE S44. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in England 
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FIGURE S45. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Alberta 

(Canada) 

 

FIGURE S46. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Roumania 
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FIGURE S47. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Buenos Aires 

(Argentina) 

 

FIGURE S48. Opportunities to Learn ICT (left) & Cross-Curricular Skills (right) by age in Shanghai 

(China) 

 


